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Photographer Fernando Marmolejo captured David Cachon trials-riding a precarious natural rock
bridge on the island of El Heirro in Spain’s Canary Islands. The incredible diversity of landscapes
here are known for delivering a special form of raw nature. Don’t try this at home kids.
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Carto
Graphic
MAPPING AN ISSUE: NORTH

True North. It's magnetic. A compass direction. A motto. A national rallying cry. It's
all of these things for a reason: follow that vector long enough and eventually you'll
find yourself crossing incomprehensibly vast areas of wilderness. The kind that people
romance and write about. Tundra. Ice caps. Mountains. Glaciers. Rivers. You can find
all these things elsewhere in the world, of course, but when you find them together,
hallmarks of a hemisphere, well, that tends to make them ring true. —LA

To drill or not to drill, that is the question. At least when
it comes to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge on Alaska's
north slope—which happens to be the calving grounds of
the prodigious porcupine caribou herd. If you're a Republican in the
Trump Administration or a governor of Alaska, you've already sided with
the drillers. But, as Brian Peech reports, photographer Peter Mather has
taken his camera deep inside the indigenous Gwich'n people's ancestral
relationship with the herd to highlight the inevitable downside of drilling.

Porcupine
Caribou

Finish

Start

Mount
Logan
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Canada's 150th anniversary in 2017 was a double-edged sword: a celebration of the geographic
and ethnic diversity of the world's second largest
country, and a reminder of a dark colonial history still being
reconciled. If there was one place you might gain perspective
on all of that, it would be the 5,959-metre summit of the Yukon
Territory's Mt. Logan, Canada's highest peak, which Steve
Ogle and crew reached after sleeping through an earthquake.

Todd Lawson and friends were looking for a
quintessential wilderness paddling adventure.
They found it in a first-ever SUP descent of
the Northwest Territories’ Mountain River, a holy grail experience for whitewater paddlers. Every day was a cup-filling
revelation of sweeping landscapes and uninhabited northern wilderness, served up with a slice of humility. The "true
north strong and free," as a popular song goes.

For adventurers, Google Earth has been a boon. But as a slice-of-time enterprise, it
doesn't always tell the whole story, as Sarah McNair-Landry, Erik Boomer and Ben
Stookesbury found when they dragged loaded kayaks and sleds onto the Greenland ice cap to kiteski 1,000 kilometres to a river they'd seen running through the ice on a computer screen. Given the
vicissitudes of climate change, the river wasn't exactly where it was supposed to be, but, as Colin Field
reports, they still managed to descend its ferocious lower reaches, sewing together one of the ballsiest
multi-sport adventures of all time.

Start
Finish

MAP BY CHRIS BRACKLEY/AS THE CROW FLIES CARTOGRAPHY
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CLIF
BAR
was born on a
280-KM BIKE RIDE.
Just imagine what you could do with

24,000 km.
The Great Trail unites Canadians from coast to coast to
coast with a seemingly endless stretch of urban, rural,
and wilderness routes. Now, no matter where you live,
adventure is always within reach.

Clif Bar is a proud supporter of The Great Trail.
Visit clifbar.com/GreatTrail to learn more.
© 2018 CLIF BAR & COMPANY. TRADEMARKS AND REGISTERED TRADEMARKS ARE OWNED BY CLIF BAR & COMPANY, OR USED WITH PERMISSION. CBCCAN18.1511
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GRANT GUNDERSON

THE BEST STORIES
START WITH A HELI.
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“Our imagination is struck only by what is great; but the lover of natural
philosophy should reflect equally on little things.” —Alexander von Humboldt

Ellipse
Many people talk about the lure of the mountains. Of how there’s a spiritual element to ascending to the heights, a realization
of earthly beauty in the passage, a leaving behind of the petty struggles of humanity, a fulfillment of purpose in reaching a
peak—a summiting, some would have it, of one’s own soul.
None of these points can be argued against, of course, but there are other, less romantic ones to make. One that doesn’t get much
traction in the big-world equation of stiff-upper-lippery that accompanies much of mountain literature—and thinking—is the
general piquing of curiosity that mountain travel engenders. And I don’t here refer to the banal wonderings of the explorer in the
What’s over there? and How do we get to that other peak? or Where’s the route up that face? sense. I speak instead of the deep-rooted
curiosity that has propelled human evolution to the lofty heights of understanding we now possess as a species. This is, for me,
the most important element because it opens doors, often by degree, to the worth of any existential considerations.
It begins with the simple existence of mountains: why and how did they form; what kind of processes were involved; which of
these might be ongoing? This is the realm of plate tectonics (planetary perspective), geology (the actual rock types involved),
and geomorphology (the formations and landforms that have resulted from orogeny, glaciation, weathering). There’s enough
mulling in that troika alone to keep my mind occupied on any walk in the hills. But naturally and inevitably, there’s more.
For one thing, as celebrated 19th century explorer Alexander von Humboldt aptly observed, biodiversity is linked to geodiversity. Thus, as someone who has dipped more than his toes in the waters of professional biology, I’m in a constant state of
equating that which I observe in the plant and animal realm with what the land is composed of, what sort of nutrients are
available, and from whence (both physically and in time) they come. My mind soars over the land like a bird: up gullies, down
streams, over meadows, into the forest. Such unconscious mental perambulation delivers endless fascination with wherever
I am, and not infrequent amazement. Mountains may be labyrinthine in form but can be likewise in nature—and thought.
What this also brings on (and which is more in line with the traditional curiosity of map-reading mountaineers) is a desire to
switch perspective on the land before me, to see it in another light or different way in order to better understand it. One that
might deliver more dimensionality—one of the many amazing constructs the human mind is capable of considering.
This switch in perspectives when it comes to landforms has long been the realm of the photographer and cinematographer.
Think of early stereoscopic aerial photography, the moody black and white images rendered by Ansel Adams, or the work of
any modern landscape master. Their genius is in helping us see the land and its processes in another way, not only answering
our curiosity but stimulating it. And now, in the era of helicopters, drones and shockingly high-resolution cameras we are
delivered of an entirely new and more intimate aerial perspective, one that often borders on phantasmagorical.
And here is where we truly summit our own souls by giving in to the unknown. The real pull of the mountains lies in their
allure as dimensional beings. —Leslie Anthony

Aerial perspective of the Glacier Creek delta at spring low-water on the Duncan Lake reservoir, Columbia River basin, British Columbia.

STEVE SHANNON
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shot

Like all good modern photographers, Geoff Coombs’s
goal is to inspire rather than impress. We are nevertheless impressed—as are many others. The International
Photography Awards 2017 Sport Photographer of the
Year and 2017 Lucie Award Finalist may have a love for
remote places, but his ability to bring their complexities to light in an elemental fashion is his real forte.
The Ontario-based shooter avers that the camera allows
him “to be physically present in nature, using his body
and mind to blend the surrounding environment and
his own visions to create inspiring art.” Growing up
around the Great Lakes and Muskoka region ensured
that this physical presence included plenty of time on
and in water; as a result, his love for the outdoors eventually brought him to freediving—itself a minimalist
way of experiencing the aquatic environment on its
own terms. Though Coombs’s work has allowed him
to travel to the far reaches of the globe, this particular
image was captured near Tobermory, Ontario, in the
waters of Georgian Bay, a Lake Huron subdivision so
large it’s been labelled a Sixth Great Lake. Also of note:
Coombs bags all his underwater shots while freediving
on a single breath—as do his subjects—adding an unheralded element of difficulty to the process. —LA
“This image was shot when I was just getting into ice
diving. My friend Andrew Ryzebol, an AIDA freediving
instructor, was suspended horizontally beneath a thick
layer of ice. I wanted to create a sense of wonder and surrealism so I rotated the horizontal shot into this vertical
orientation so it would make viewers think twice about
what they were looking at and also give a feeling of outer
space. It really feels like a different world.”
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First Person
A DESERT SOJOURN

Historically nomadic, Bedouins of the Arabian
Peninsula were dedicated herders whose itinerant
seasonality saw them known as desert people. In
Jordan, where much of the desert is mountainous,
they also became mountain people. There are no
icy peaks here, yet like Berbers, Sherpas, Incas,
they’re adept at surviving alpine heights.
Driving goats over hardscrabble slopes, across high
plateaus and through dry canyons known as wadis,
the Bedouin threw up expansive woven goat-hair
tents where they could, and where they could
not, inhabited caves both natural and excavated.
The latter, carved from ubiquitous sandstones by
the enterprising Nabataean culture—industrious
traders who took to these same mountains two
millennia ago—could be high-end dwellings,
with raised sleeping platforms, storage nooks, and
cooking areas. Cave, however, does no justice to

The Jordan Trail winds through otherworldly landscapes.
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the Nabataeans’ more elaborate diggings: monuments to kings and gods, massive tombs with
cavernous chambers and three-storey doorways.
In fact, their capital of Petra—variously occupied
by Romans, Byzantines, Arabs and Ottomans—is
one of the Seven Wonders of the World.
During a dizzying six-day hike—dizzying being
double entendre for both mind-blowing views
and heat—I experienced these and other cultural
waypoints along the newly opened Jordan Trail, a
sinuous 600-kilometre north-south route. The Dana-to-Petra section I trekked was recently rated one
of the world’s top hikes by National Geographic.
We began on the edge of the Dana Biosphere
Reserve, Jordan’s largest and most notable nature
set-aside in which you descend through four separate ecological zones. The canyon into which we

LESLIE ANTHONY

freefell was so stunning it was hard to keep our
eyes on the steep, eroded trail. Where the Middle
East’s epidermis is like worn sandpaper, Wadi
Dana cut deep into subdermal layers, a Grand
Canyon-like cake of limestone and sandstone on
a base of basalt. Gazing around, it was like someone had taken the Earth apart and reassembled
it as best they could remember, creating hopeful
mounds here and there like some potter, then
sweeping leftovers into the interstices.
Talus, slickrock, rolling cobble. It was heating
up, +40˚C, but then, we were going down. Was
this where the concept of hell—a blazing, inescapable underworld—derived?
Going downhill also delivered a descent in time.
Goats constellated hillsides, their Bedouin shepherds crouched in cool caves or under the shade

The Jordan Trail delivers Bedouin culture, ancient history and some wicked geology.

of trailside trees; one even played a mournful
flute while crossing a slope astride a donkey.
We took lunch in a copse of pistachio trees, a
reprieve in which more time was spent admiring
the arbours’ ancient, gnarled trunks than eating
our goat cheese and cucumber sandwiches. Our
guide, Mahmoud, built a fire under a tiny, blackened kettle in which he brewed Bedouin tea, a
sugary concoction that tasted faintly of goat
dung—possibly because he added one of the
abundant wormwood plants nibbled and defecated on by passing goats.
After lunch, the heat became incinerating, and
any attention-distracting mercy was exploited.
Fragrant oleander bloomed along dry riverbeds,
a sign that water ran somewhere beneath the
parched gravel; from a distance, the blossoms

were a shock of bright pink against a paint
swatch in various shades of dun—like lipstick
incongruously smeared on a rocky mouth.
The last few kilometres seemed interminable; in
a body-width of shade, a dozen of us lined up
against the canyon wall, plastering our backs to
cool rock. Our feet felt like we were standing in
the burning embers of a campfire.

was both welcome and refreshing. We lay on the
cool roof that night drinking in a milky firmament
streaked by shooting stars and contemplating the
following day’s 1,300-metre ascent in predicted
higher temperatures.

Finally, brushing past thick oleander and bamboo, we climbed from the canyon to a Bedouin
encampment high above the wash, passing enormous boulders washed up by unfathomable forces.

Next morning, with a water-carrying donkey
named “Happy” and Bedouin driver Abdullah,
we strode through a landscape where copper had
been mined for 3,000 years. Peaking under the
Romans, millions of tons of metal were exported
around the empire. Slag heaps framed hillsides
pocked with the graves of slaves who died working
the mines and smelters.

Feynan Ecolodge appeared as we crested a bench
above Wadi Feynan, a literal and figurative oasis.
It was dark and cool inside, and the cold tea with
fennel we were served by a young Bedouin host

Heat radiating from bare rock made it feel like
a similar blast furnace. Salt stained every item
of clothing, and we couldn’t drink enough fluid
to replace what we lost. As we began climbing
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in earnest, direct sun cooked not only our bodies
but our brains, and everyone suffered some form
of heat stress—blisters, dizziness, headaches,
nausea, cramps, shivering (a true sign of heat
exhaustion). As if in warning, we passed a dead
Syrian wolf, its white fur barely visible beneath
shifting sands, a fossil in the making.
In a shallow draw we crammed into the shade
of a juniper tree for lunch; even then it was hard
to cool down. After stepping reluctantly back
into the sun, the climb steepened into a relentless slog up a washed-out trail. Fortunately, the
top offered reward: a pockmarked, otherworldly
landscape sculpted by wind-driven sand, much
as water erodes with the sediment it carries. Several hours later we shambled into our pre-set
campsite, with a breathtaking overlook of the
Jordan Valley. Though each had their own tent,
we collapsed en masse into a communal Bedouin
shelter where people stretched, did half-hearted
yoga, drank tea, and slept, barely waking to inhale dinner.

Salt stained every item of clothing,
and we couldn’t drink enough
fluid to replace what we lost.
Next day we made haste before the sun crested
the ridges. After ascending a large, exposed slope
we contoured the Sharah Mountains on shepherd
trails, with views into one of the most remote
corners of Jordan. Hundreds of raptors circled
on thermals while mauve sandstone crumbled
underfoot and sapphire-blue lizards bobbed atop
boulders, another blaze of preternatural colour in
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a land of brown pastel. Where the trail crested in
a phantasmagorical scatter of solution pockets that
formed faces peering up from the rock, we swam
through a knee-high current of goats making its
way back to a Bedouin camp, beyond which we
found our own.
In the morning, we passed ancient Nabataean
wine and olive presses, cisterns, and rock-carved
facades. After crossing an open, undulating expanse known as “the mattress,” we descended a
fairy-tale canyon that felt like a Star Wars set.
Fittingly, guide Mahmoud pointed out a chameleon, an alien, startlingly deliberate creature that
moon-walked slowly around a bush.
After lunch, scrambling up large rocks in a narrow
crack, we found ourselves in “Little Petra.” We
descended worn, sloping, rock-carved stairs to
cisterns, facades and a cave-like dining area once
used by desert traders, a fresco still intact on the
ceiling. Exiting through the entrance, a restaurant and gift shops seemed like a violation of our
desert solitude, and we hurried to our evening
camp, readying ourselves for the final walk.
Sandstone mountains guard all approaches to
Petra, but following the Nabataean backdoor
route on a narrow rock terrace, we reached a hidden plateau high above another impressive chasm.
Rounding a corner, “The Monastery”—furthest
flung of Petra’s historic architectural wonders—
towers into view like a mirage, announcing our
arrival. We’d spend two days exploring this mysterious ancient city, but the true wonder for most
would be in making—and surviving—a historic
80-kilometre trek through searing desert to be
here. —Leslie Anthony
// visitjordan.com, experiencejordan.com
LEFT TOP Little Petra. LEFT BOTTOM A fossil in the making. ABOVE An incense and spice shop in Petra.

LESLIE ANTHONY
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OutSpoken
A ROUNDUP OF MOUNTAIN MEDIA
NEW BOOK: The Climbers, Jim Herrington, Mountaineers Books, 2017
Nearly twenty years in the making, The Climbers, by photographer Jim Herrington, features stunning portraits of icons in
mountaineering—from Fred Beckey, Riccardo Cassin, and Kurt Diemberger to Reinhold Messner, Royal Robbins, and Jim
Wickwire, iconoclasts and rugged individualists who employed primitive equipment and their considerable wits, talent, and
fortitude to tackle challenging climbs around the world. With a foreword by Alex Honhold and essay on the Golden Age of
Climbing by Greg Child, this collector’s item of 60 original, large-format, black-and-white photos won Grand Prize at the
2017 Banff Festival of Mountain Books. // theclimbersbook.com

Racer to mountaineer isn’t a typical ski industry path. How did you end
up choosing it?
As a young girl, all I ever wanted to be was a ski racer. But once it became
this super-strict lifestyle there was no freedom to explore, and I tried to push
my coaches and rebel. I liked to race, but didn’t like training inside; dryland
was never as interesting as time on snow, so I didn’t see backcountry skiing as
ditching out on training. For a change—or complement—I liked walking up
mountains. Every time I tore an ACL racing, recovery took about a year, so I
started to feel I was missing out on other experiences. I wanted to ski for the
rest of my life, not race another two years and keep wrecking myself. Racing
also demanded gym time, while the best practice for ski mountaineering is
ski mountaineering, and it leaves time for a social life, too.
How do you see your biggest accomplishments?
MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON

THREE QUESTIONS: Christina Lusti
Touted as one of the best young guides in the ski industry, Christina “Lusti”
Lustenberger is comfortable in a role that goes back almost to the cradle. Lusti
was raised in Invermere, B.C., where her parents inculcated in her a strong
passion for the mountains. By age two she was skiing Panorama Resort where
her father Peter, a Swiss immigrant, ran the ski shop. She joined the ski-racing
program, excelled, and put in six years on the Canadian Alpine Ski Team,
achieving top-10 World Cup results and racing Giant Slalom at the 2006
Winter Olympic Games in Turin, Italy. At age 24, after a decade bashing
gates and five knee surgeries, Lusti made a change. Turning to her true passion,
she quietly became one of the continent’s most accomplished ski mountaineers, logging numerous impressive lines, notably a historic 2011 solo first
descent of the south couloir of 3,345-metre Adamant Mountain. She spent
this past winter working with Sherpas Cinema on something known only
from the hashtag #columbiariverproject. “My love for the mountains has
opened up a world of opportunity and incredible experiences,” she says.
“Something I hope to be able to do the rest of my life.” —Leslie Anthony
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Soloing the south couloir of Mt. Adamant in 2011 was a big deal, but I
returned to the Adamants a couple years ago on a different mission. After
playing the waiting game with weather and snow, we managed the first descent
on Black Friar, a line that had been on my mind since the 2011 trip. That
felt good. I’ve heard people say that despite what I’ve been able to do, I haven’t tapped my full potential. I find that interesting because sure, I’d love
to push myself all winter long, but is it sustainable? I take each winter for
what it is, training for those days when conditions, weather, partners—and
inspiration—line up.
What else has contributed to your success?
Guide training helped me move with more confidence in the mountains and
was also a humbling experience, giving me much respect for the guiding community. Guiding slows down the pace, and lets you focus on different aspects of
being in the mountains than when skiing with friends, filming, or on expeditions. I’ve also learned that on big trips it’s important to outwork each other. It’s
not a competition, more like trying to be that helping step ahead for your partners—boiling water, shovelling snow, meal prep, being five minutes early so your
teammates don’t wait outside in the cold. Big objectives take a lot of hard work
and everyone contributing goes a long way towards success. // IG: @christinalusti

tions, each tapped and explored in turn. Space
travel, borders, nationhood, and oatmeal all fit
snugly in a way that anyone who embraces the lessons of travel will viscerally understand.
—Asta Kovanen

JOANNE RATAJCZAK

THREE QUESTIONS: Kate Harris
It’s not often you can label a book lighter than air,
but Canadian writer Kate Harris’s engaging 2018
debut, Lands of Lost Borders: Out of Bounds on the
Silk Road, distills personal recollection, historical
geography, and wonder-filled musings into just
such an ethereal read. In a log cabin in Atlin, a
tiny community in northwestern B.C., Harris, 35,
spent six years penning a travel book that defies its
label. Multi-layered and complex, the story moves
well beyond its premise of bike tripping along the
Silk Road with a childhood friend. Having initially cycled the Tibetan section of the fabled route,
the pair returns five years later to tackle the remainder, starting in Turkey and traversing Central
Asia to land up again in the Himalaya. Around
this core, Harris seamlessly weaves startlingly poetic observation, departs on well-placed historical
tangents, and makes unrelated experiences appear
like they’ve always belonged together. Her ability
to capture detail is pure cartography—a mapping
of veins of inspiration, spreading in myriad direc-

Your story seems to have captured a wide audience. Any idea why?
I have no idea, but I’m delighted. Is everyone secretly obsessed, like me, with Marco Polo, the planet
Mars, the history and meaning of exploration, and
countries whose names consist mostly of consonants? As with any kind of writing, personal travel
memoirs can be a portal to the universal. Most
people may never have planned to emigrate to
Mars or pedal the Silk Road, but everyone can relate to longing for lives that maybe aren’t, in the
end, totally right for them.
How did your view of adventure shift in the
writing of the book?
As a kid I thought exploration was about planting
flags and leaving footprints, about precedent and
new frontiers in a geographic sense. Now I see
it as less about expanding our maps or technical
knowledge than expanding our consciousness, our
sense of connection with each other and this planet
we all call home. This kind of exploring is the precinct not of an elite sponsored few, but everyone,
and its “frontier” is everywhere—the world right
outside your backdoor.
Having initially hoped to explore space, how have
you embraced being an earth-bound explorer?
I’d take a trip to Mars or even low-earth orbit in a
heartbeat, just for the sheer wonder of it. But this
planet is so weird and beautiful and wild that no

other can possibly beat it. I discovered I’m really
not cut out for exploring in a spacesuit or through
a microscope, but more suited to wandering in
a way that I can feel the wind on my face, then
write about it to hopefully wake others to our
planet’s marvels and vulnerabilities, so that we’ll
all take better care of it. Learning to fly has long
been a dream, so I’m working away at my pilot’s
license. I’m also learning to build things on the
off-grid property where my partner and I try to
live self-sufficiently, an existence rich in every currency but money. In a sense, my wanderlust has
gone local: flying and homesteading are means for
getting more intimately acquainted with the place
I’m lucky enough to live—a place worthy, like the
planet writ large, of lifetimes of exploration. //
kateharris.ca

OLD BOOK: The Long Walk, Slavomir Rawicz, ghostwritten by
Ronald Downing, Readers Book Club Edition, 1958
When a reviewer for the Manchester Guardian wrote of Polish cavalry officer Slavomir Rawicz’s 1956 The Long Walk
that “…no modern tale of adventure… can compare with this, either for excitement or for the inspiration of its dogged
heroism,” he echoed a received view that saw it translated into 25 languages, sell over 600,000 copies, and be rated one of
the top adventure books of all time. And yet this epic tale of a 1941 escape from a Soviet Gulag and 6,500-kilometre trek
by foot through the Siberian tundra, Gobi Desert, Tibet and high Himalaya to British India is freighted with controversy.
With its veracity questioned, several explorers—British, French, Polish among them—have retraced the route. After his
own deep-dive 2004 “Long Walk” expedition, American Dave Anderson concluded “we found no concrete evidence to
support or deny Rawicz’s story…” Others—including BBC journalists and author Linda Willis, in Looking for Mr. Smith,
weren’t as charitable, attributing the walk to another Pole, Witold Gliński. Regardless, the timeless story of survival and
subject of the 2010 Hollywood movie The Way Back remains a historic and compelling read.
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Haute Terre
OUTDOOR ART AND ARTIFICE

COLDS NOTES
Arctic heating is progressing twice as fast as the rest of
the Earth, causing more sea ice to melt each year and
straining ecosystems everywhere. Without the cooling
effect of polar regions, much of our planet would look
and feel very different. Meaning this: our fate is tied to
this frozen world. In this spirit, since its inception in
2012, savethearctic.org/en/ has sponsored several projects that focus attention on this issue. One that caught
many an eye—and ear—was the 2016 performance
by acclaimed Italian composer and pianist Ludovico
Einaudi. He added his voice to those of eight million
other folks around the world demanding protection for
the Arctic when he performed his “Elegy for the Arctic” on a floating platform at the retreating ice edge of
the Wahlenbergbreen glacier in Svalbard, Norway. It’s
a haunting and beautiful rallying cry. // youtube.com/
watch?v=dHpHxA-9CVM

DROUGHT AND DRONE
Climate change-driven heat and drought in the United Kingdom during summer
2018 brought with it startling revelations about ancient cultures and imprints on
the land. It started in July when a 5,000-year-old monument appeared in an Irish
field, as if it had “been written into the landscape in invisible ink.” Photographed by
drone, the henge structure—a circular arena—was 150 metres wide, large enough
to have contained a few thousand people. More was revealed as the heat wave continued, turning usually green areas to patches alternately scorched lightly or heavily,
respectively, over thicker and thinner soils. In Lancashire, a garden at Gawthorpe Hall
removed in the 1940s was seen again through the parched grass; old parts of Royal Air
Force base Lasham in Hampshire showed up in the former airfields; and remnants of a
Roman town in Caistor, Norfolk, were exposed on the dry land. The picture at right,
for instance, shows a prehistoric ceremonial landscape near Eynsham, Oxfordshire.
Perhaps the best word on the phenomena came in the New York Times essay by Paul
M.M. Cooper, who concludes: “The apparition of these traces has caused the same
questions to be asked over and over: What do these strange signs mean? Are they
signs of hope or omens of doom? Are they ruins or runes? When we’re gone, how will
the land remember us? If these ghosts in the grass have the answers to our questions,
they are not telling us. They sit in mute witness as we try to understand, waiting
to disappear again with the coming of the rain.” // nytimes.com/2018/08/15/opinion/
britain-drought-cropmarks-summer.html
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BATTLING BIG PLASTIC
Greenpeace Philippines made waves in 2017 when it
installed a life-sized 15-metre beached-whale sculpture
on a beach in Naic township, Cavite Province, to raise
awareness around plastic waste. Posed to look as if it
had died by choking on the multitudinous trash ingested while swimming in the ocean, the whale itself was
made of hundreds of plastic garbage bags, containers,
bottles and other items. An accompanying petition
noted that the ocean is filled with 275 million tons of
plastic, citing a 2015 study that named five ASEAN
member states—Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam,
Thailand and Malaysia—as some of the world’s worst
offenders “due to their lengthy coastlines and high plastic usage.” In July 2018, Greenpeace Italy upped the
visibility of the problem by installing an even bolder
life-sized sculpture of two paper whales emerging from
a sea of plastic in front of Rome’s Pantheon to expose
the big plastic polluters discovered during brand audits
on some of the country’s beaches—Coca-Cola, San
Benedetto, Nestlé, etc. // greenpeace.org

WARMING STRIPES
He may be a climate scientist in the National Centre for Atmospheric Science (NCAS) at the University of Reading in the U.K., but Ed Hawkins has a thing for graphic representations. He started the blog Climate Lab Book as an experiment in open-source climate science. Written by climate scientists but open to anyone to see and comment, it aims to
“promote collaboration through open scientific discussion, and to improve our understanding of our evolving climate.” The blog’s marquee is its video and artistic visualizations
of climate change parameters as spirals that depict planetary warming between 1850-2017. In May 2018, Hawkins posted a new set of climate visualizations that communicate
long-term rise in temperatures for specific locations as a changing set of colours from blue to red. Each stripe represents the temperature of a single year, ordered from the earliest
available data to the present. It’s art, it’s science, it’s… scary as hell. In this visualization for Toronto, the colour scale for mean annual temperature from 1841-2017 goes from
5.5°C (dark blue) to 11.0°C (dark red). // climate-lab-book.ac.uk/2018/warming-stripes/
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A bird's eye view: whatever is going on, ravens know first.
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STEVE SHANNON

Ravens
THE REAL CHIEFS

D

epending with which global culture or religion you inquire, the raven is
cast as a symbol of life, death, or trickery. Revered but never maligned, the
bird’s ubiquitous importance in folk circles—appearing as it does in the
history and myths of dozens of countries—is upended only by its impressive range,
which includes numerous habitats encircling the Northern Hemisphere as far north
as the High Arctic.
Like other northern icons, the raven has adapted not only to latitude but altitude.
No surprise then that it also holds special sway in mountain communities worldwide. The raven’s commanding presence and ability to thrive in alpine environments
has garnered it a reputation as the reincarnated spirit of hikers, climbers, skiers, and
others lost to the mountains. Spend enough time there, and you’ll find ravens’ odd
intrusions at the most peaceful of moments to be both mysterious and inspiring. They
remind us that we’re not alone in these aeries, while simultaneously leaving us in awe
of their resourcefulness, pluck and intelligence.

“At times the raven doesn’t accept my food,
suggesting he’s eating well... This is vital information
as I’ll know when to go out fishing or hunting.”
Aside from ravens’ ability to thrive in challenging habitats, scientists have compiled a
litany of impressive traits that further bond these animals to the outdoor community,
such as the use of tools and ability to imitate almost any sound, including the human
voice. Like primates, ravens also communicate with one another to plan for the future,
joining an exclusive club in the biosphere. They not only cooperate effectively among
themselves, but work together with other animals—even humans.

revolve around frivolous or poorly thought out behaviour that, like an intemperate child,
gets Raven into trouble. While these cautionary tales remain instructive, the Heiltsuk’s
modern relationship with Raven is equally important.
As with other creatures of the forest, the Heiltsuk respectfully observe ravens in order to
learn how they speak, use body language, and conduct social dynamics. Cal Humchitt, a Heiltsuk forest technician and archeologist living in Bella Bella, has seen
firsthand the raven’s ability to work with other species, and has forged a unique relationship with the birds. Growing up, Bella Bella’s abundant ravens drew a great deal
of attention from young Cal. His grandfather instructed him to feed ravens passing
through his backyard so they’d know he was wealthy enough to share.
“Ravens often follow us in part to warn other animals of our intrusion, but also just to
share lunch,” he says. “I often offer some of my sandwich to them, hoping to gain favour
so they’ll warn us if another predator approaches.”
“At times the raven doesn’t accept my food, suggesting he’s eating well as per the
season,” notes Cal. “This is vital information, as I’ll know from the raven when to go
out fishing or hunting.”
Cal isn’t alone in his unique relationship with the species. It’s also believed that ravens
work in concert with coastal wolf populations in B.C., alerting them to the presence
of a kill or live food with a signature low croak (as opposed to the crow’s trademark
caw, one of many qualities differentiating the two). In return, wolves leave choice meat
scraps to gain the ravens’ favour. Such symbiosis is both utilitarian and profound, but
not localized.

Given that the raven and its close relative the crow are both proficient scavengers around
human habitations, we often overlook their talents as a force of nature, ranking them
lower than more “noble” creatures like wolves, bears or cougars. But the Heiltsuk Nation
on British Columbia’s Central Coast has not overlooked their status.

Much as the Heiltsuk’s relationship with the land and its creatures runs deep, so do
mountain communities’ relationships to the peaks. Here, humans spend countless
hours climbing or following trails for no other reason than to access the heights. To the
outside world, such decision-making is questionable: why hike six hours in the rain
simply to walk back the way you came? At the most unpredictable times, however,
often when we’re alone atop a mountain, these magical spirit birds will appear to draw
similar queries. Why are they here? Why choose to live in such a volatile environment?
For ravens, like us, there may be no answer more definitive than because they can.

An important mythological figure, stories of “Raven” have been passed down for millennia. Also known as He’mask.as (Real Chief), Raven is a revered and benevolent figure who
generally helps people, but at the same time comprises a trickster spirit. Many legends

They appear to want us to know that our seemingly peculiar choices mirror their
own, and that whatever symbolism we choose to project on them is, well, possibly
mutual. —Ben Osborne
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Bucket List
LOS CARDONES ECOLODGE

Around 2:00 a.m., I wake to hushed words outside the
hut. For a few seconds, my face pressed into mosquito
netting, I think I’m dreaming. Then, when I realize it’s
real life, I’m freaked out.
“Leeeslie…,” hisses a disembodied voice, “tortuga!”
I sigh in relief. Of course. I had asked one of the
watchmen who patrol the beach nightly to wake me if
a nesting turtle hauled out, and here he was, dutifully
confirming it.
Hustling to the strand, the high tide roars loudly ahead
of moonlight-black waves. I clock the watchman’s silhouette 100 metres to the north, so the turtle isn’t far. It’s an
olive ridley, a smallish species with a shell of just under a
metre, and she’s deep in the sand. Having scooped out a
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shallow depression her own size, the dogged turtle now
digs a jug-shaped hole with her rear flippers, positions
herself over it, and begins to lay. The watchman kneels
expertly behind; without disturbing her, he gently removes the ping-pong-ball-sized eggs one at a time to a
sterile plastic bag. He counts over 80 by the time she
finishes and begins to sweep sand into the hole that she
thinks holds her brood. As she finishes up, the watchman cradles the eggs back to a sandy nursery where
they’ll be kept safe until they hatch. I go back to bed,
awaiting an 8:00 a.m. yoga call. It’s just another night
at Los Cardones.

thing that people from the North American mountain
west well know, as they’re often in the majority among
guests and staff. One of the reasons for that northsouth love affair is celebrated Squamish, B.C.-based
yogi Julia McCabe, who, since 2010, has held regular
teacher-trainings and retreats here.

Ninety bumpy minutes from Managua on Nicaragua’s Pacific Coast, Los Cardones Ecolodge is one of
those rare places that presents you with an entirely new
world but feels immediately like home. And it’s some-

“There’s just something about this setting,” she notes.
“A vast beach with a warm, gentle vibe. It’s hard to
describe. But another big part of why I like this place is
that Laure and Isaac have always done things ethically

Originally recommended to her by a friend, McCabe
soon established a relationship with owners Laure and
Isaac, and her yoga groups have become a fixture in the
lodge’s evolution. Los Cardones, meanwhile, became a
fixture in her heart.

cool jungle shaded by native vegetation. Grass and cacti
stabilize beach dunes. Fruit trees and flowers sustain
insects and a host of wildlife like iguanas, squirrels, and
possums. Mangroves again grow along the adjacent
river, providing habitat for migrating birds, spectacled
caimans, crabs, and the young of several ocean fishes.
The hand-hewn main buildings and guest casitas fit
right in, while treading lightly in every way—low-impact construction, low carbon footprint, organic local
foods, compost toilets, filtered grey water, and zero toxic material used for anything—raising environmental
awareness in the community through experiences and
education that honour Nicaraguan culture.
The “revival retreat” I’ve joined McCabe on is the first
of its kind, comprising a daily regimen of yoga practice,
surfing and work in either the lodge’s tree plantation
or turtle nursery—the latter requires shovelling several
metric tons of sand from old nesting plots and replacing
it with the same amount of new sand.
“The idea for the retreat came from a deep place of sadness with the current world political situation. It feels

hypocritical to me to do yoga if I’m not putting those
same ethics into practice off the mat. Some might say
How is a few days of hard work going to do anything for the
environment? But that’s the whole problem—just giving
up because we’re overwhelmed. Change comes from the
bottom up. The top-down approach isn’t happening;
our political leaders are screwing up horribly—they’re
doing less than nothing. Hopefully the ripple effect of
helping turtles here is greater than I can predict.”
Years ago, McCabe and one of her groups walked three
hours down the beach and camped out during a wild
storm. “That night we watched a poacher take all the
eggs from a turtle and were all sad and crying,” she tells
me, as yet another molten sunset burns up from the
Pacific horizon. “But then we were able to buy the eggs
from the poacher to bring back to the nursery. That
made things better, but I knew it was a lucky break that
didn’t happen all the time. Just before the momma turtle disappeared into the ocean, she kind of gazed over
her shoulder at me and the look in her eye said: please
help us. That stuck with me.” —Leslie Anthony
// loscardones.com, juliamccabe.com

ABOVE Baby olive ridley sea turtles scamper across the
sand into the waves on a nesting beach. RIGHT Volunteers
help McCabe swap out sand at the lodge's turtle sanctuary.
LESLIE ANTHONY

and from their souls, working with locals and
keeping it authentic. They’ve created a place for
people to connect while disconnecting from the
grid that delivers the stress of a messed-up world.”
Engineers who met in graduate school, Laure and
Isaac were also dreamers who shared an idea of
living in the tropical Americas. In 2000, they lit
out on a surfing road-trip from San Francisco that
cruised deep into Central America. On that journey, they found the plot of land that would become
Los Cardones (after the barrel cactus known as cardon), purchasing from a willing seller the scarified
plot that Isaac recalls as “pretty much a disaster.”
After intense habitat regeneration, what had been
hot, bare sand covered in invasive weeds was now
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THIS PAGE Marcus Caston let’s his skis do the talking in Bella Coola. OPPOSITE The Three Amigos speak for themselves.
Left to right, Swede, Begin and Steiner. MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON PHOTOS
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L'Histoire

THE START OF SOMETHING BIG

If you followed ski movies in the new millennium, you know Bella Coola Heli Sports, a one-of-a-kind operation in
British Columbia’s rugged Coast Mountains. Owned and operated by the ski-bum triad colloquially known as The
Three Amigos—Beat Steiner, Christian Begin, and Pete “Swede” Matson—BCHS has played an outsized role in recent
ski history: the fat ski was perfected on these peaks, and descents filmed here set a benchmark for big-mountain
freeskiing. Known for shockingly big terrain and deep snow, BCHS operates an additional tenure in the nearby
Pantheon Range surrounding Mount Waddington, B.C.’s highest peak at 4,019 metres. Here, among 2.64 million-acres so mind-boggling and Himalayan in scope that they warp puny human perspectives, films like K2, Steep,
and Seven Years in Tibet were shot and first descents lurk on every horizon; those who pass through here not only
experience ski history, but help write it.
With this kind of terrain, snow and track record—plus a comfort and operations level as high as the peaks they soar
above—it shouldn’t have been a surprise that BCHS was handed the title of #1 heli-ski operation in the world in
2017 by the World Ski Awards. Surprise or not, for the Amigos it was validation at the end of a long, hard road.
Accolades like “world’s best” don’t come every day. And eighteen years slogging it out in the heli-trenches hadn’t
exactly been a holiday for the trio whose friendship was forged in the active outdoor filmmaking industry around
Whistler, B.C.
In the late 1990s Whistler media circus, Begin and Steiner were cinematographers who could claim a string of
high-profile movie credits, while Swede served as guide and safety coordinator for many of their backcountry shoots.
The boys often found themselves working together but competing for terrain with other crews, setting them on a
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on above treeline because they’d never been up there,
so the goings-on were a bit mysterious. But it all made
sense when BCHS became the biggest employer in
the valley: 70 staff—30 of them guides—not including contract workers like pilots and engineers.
Bella Coola’s golden era came early, beginning before
the business was fully operational and lasting some
seven years. Their helicopter program was revolutionary, employing a high-powered A-star B2 to
carry a guide plus 4-5 guests instead of the industry
standard of 12. Small-group heli-skiing was the future, and ace pilot Richard Lapointe—who flew all
the early movie crews—helped redefine heli-skiing so
that the A-star became the high-end standard.
Marcus Caston puts some million-year-old ice in his drink at Bella Coola Heli Sports. MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON PHOTO

search for less-crowded venues. Swede had previously been to Bella Coola
to hike and climb, finding big mountains, huge vertical, and a deep, stable
coastal snowpack of up to 30 metres annually. That sounded good to Steiner
and Begin, and West Coast Helicopters—with a solid reputation and the
right machines—just happened to be putting in a base there. With choppers
available, the boys made a deal with the owner of a funky 1920s hunting
and fishing lodge that did no business outside of summer: they’d pay him a
fee for every head they brought in. When they started in 2000, the freeski
revolution was in full swing, and industry clients lined up to make Bella
Coola’s decidedly steep-and-deep terrain their brand, as if some new cosmic
big-mountain spigot had gushed open beside the well-known trickles of
Alaska and Europe. The world’s top snowsports photographers beelined to
Bella Coola, and imagery from a new nirvana circled the globe.
With so much attention came worry that someone might swoop in and
push them out; to protect their turf, the boys reluctantly applied for an official heli-ski tenure, vaulting these dirtbag ski entrepreneurs into the world
of serious business.
Their fears were justified; before it even opened, BCHS was competing for
tenure with an unscrupulous operator who’d literally copied their public
filing. In Swede’s estimation they had but one choice: to funnel all available
resources into winning. They eventually prevailed, but having tapped out
their finances, had to rely on their first clients’ deposits to buy key equipment like shovels, probes and transceivers. Then, after three winters working
with athletes and film crews in massive snows, their first commercial season
was the boniest on record.
The snow may have disappointed that year, but clients were blown away by the
terrain. It would be slow and steady, but BCHS would eventually be known
the world over, a nec plus ultra operation with four unique bases in some of
the coast’s remotest mountains—a true bucket-lister for heli-ski aficionados.
In a place that you couldn’t drag tourists to in the summer, suddenly a steady
stream of people were arriving in the winter. Few in town knew what was going
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It wasn’t just radical mountains and radical operations that made Bella Coola special: there was the
deep history and culture of the valley’s Nuxalk First Nations; the excellent
fishing on nearby rivers; the abundant wildlife, including eagles, moose and
grizzly bears. A prodigious imagery output created an aspirational black hole
that sucked at the entire global snowsports industry. Film segments by the
likes of Seth Morrison, Hugo Harrisson, and Mark Abma made history.
Shane McConkey invented and tested his revolutionary reverse-camber fatski here. It got crazy enough that the Amigos consciously backed off filming
to work on developing a viable and lasting business. The musty, kitschfilled lodge was renovated and modernized to be the central hub of a base
constellated with comfortable new guest cabins, an outdoor hot tub, sauna,
fitness room and firepit. Culinary and wine offerings—which had always
been stellar—went off the charts. They opened more exclusive, small-group
bases elsewhere—Pantheon Heli Ranch, Mystery Mountain Lodge, and Eagle
Lodge. And then, just as they were getting good at what they did, the World
Ski Awards decided they were the best.
And just as they reached that apogee, the ground was also shifting. Swede
and Begin were cashing out and moving on, and Steiner would stay on to
work with new owners. It was, as always at Bella Coola, the end of an era
but the beginning of something big.
On my last trip there in April, during the short plane ride from Vancouver
I had an unobstructed view of the Monarch ice cap, where a torture of
mountains and valleys swirled in every direction. At its centre, ice stretched
between peaks like a sheet pulled taut on a giant bed, glaciers rippling at its
corners like scrunched blankets. The next day I stood at its edge on my skis.
The runs that morning had been life-changing; high-fiving had ensued and
skiers were having the time of their lives. The loud, loquacious group I was
with seemed particularly excited. And with good reason: the enchanting
terrain was theirs, so to speak. Begin, Swede, and Steiner were enjoying an
infrequent day out together, quite probably their last. I was privileged to
share their élan and, in the end, it was one of the best ski days of my life.
Though that didn’t automatically qualify BCHS as the world’s best heli-ski
destination, another transcendent day in these incomparable mountains
went pretty far towards convincing me. —Leslie Anthony

GLEN HARRIS

Innovate
LIFE AFTER COD
After two months of rough-and-tumble car camping
in national parks along Canada’s East Coast, it was
somewhat surreal pulling up to celebrated Fogo Island
Inn, whose oddly futuristic lines offered a structural
paean to the island’s history of mandated temporary
shelters. When our car doors opened, assorted items
became airborne on a stiff, North Atlantic breeze, and
I chased one of my daughter’s stuffies into a spray of
6-metre stilts. The concierge helped wrestle out the
rest of our “baggage”—laundry, groceries, pillows, and
other assorted gear. It was the end of the road; we’d
landed for five days and it wasn’t pretty.
Located off Newfoundland’s remote northeast corner,
the small, rocky island of Fogo appeared on explorers’
maps as early as the 16th century. The indigenous
Beothuk people summered here, occasionally trading
with Europeans until, inevitably, the first Irish and English settlers arrived. For centuries thereafter, a strong
culture of tradesmen and fisheries thrived, and the
Irish-influenced dialect that developed among islanders
remains today.
Fogo life revolved around North Atlantic cod, until, in
the early 1990s, domestic and international overfishing
decimated the species and the bottom dropped out of
the fishery. When the feds issued a cod moratorium in
1992 it threw Fogo—like much of Newfoundland—
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into crisis. With little work available, people departed
in droves. Even the ferry stopped running.
Islander Zita Cobb well remembers the day her father
returned home with only one fish to show for a day
on the ocean. Like so many others, her family had
no choice but to walk away from their simple saltbox
home, close the gate, and seek work elsewhere.
After getting a business degree, Cobb did well for herself on the mainland. When she cashed out of the fibre
optics company where she’d worked her way up to
CFO, employment became unnecessary, and sailing
the world for a few years made more sense. But Fogo’s rocky shores and stark vistas were never far from
Cobb’s heart, and the successful businesswoman eventually set her tiller back to the island, returning with
a vision of social entrepreneurship. She established
the Shorefast Foundation, committed to fostering
cultural and economic resilience for the island’s traditional fishing community; Shorefast would erect the
island’s eponymous inn, sponsor vibrant festivals, and
fund restaurants, boat-races, a library, theatre, ocean
research, galleries, and artist retreats, converting the
island’s cultural heritage into geotourism salvation.
Cobb, who took up residence in her own modest saltbox home nearby, would eventually receive a well-deserved Order of Canada for her efforts.

Designed by Todd Saunders, a fellow Newfoundlander
who made an architectural name for himself in Scandinavia, the 29-room Fogo Island Inn opened in 2013 to
much acclaim. Its unique, state-of-the-art minimalism
celebrates local heritage and traditions in a contemporary package that speaks to the history and intrinsic
beauty of this outpost. During our stay we occupied a
two-storey room with a woodstove and floor-to-ceiling
views of the churning Atlantic. At night, buried beneath quilts, we felt the building sway to the relentless
ocean winds.
During daytime we rowed a dory out into the Atlantic
for a view back to the island, stepped out the back
door to pick buckets of blueberries, paddleboarded,
biked and ventured farther than we imagined on seaside hikes, marveling at icebergs and the raw honesty
of it all.
Perhaps similar memories of an idyllic past compelled
Cobb to conjure a now-coveted destination from a destitute island. Or maybe her sense of purpose was born
of the kind of contentment Fogo engenders. Either way,
I packed the car more tidily as we departed, feeling,
somehow, that order restored was a world reclaimed.
—Glen Harris
// fogoinn.ca
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Iron and Honey
A RIDE THROUGH CUBA’S REVOLUTIONARY PAST

“You won’t make it on that bike,” said a Cuban man
in Spanish.
Laden with panniers, our hybrid rigs bounced over
chunks of loose pavement, the result of a hurricane
several years ago. This day, however, with salt spray in
our faces, my guide and I, both experienced cyclists,
made out just fine. I imagined that Celia Sanchez, Fidel Castro’s right-hand woman, often felt like this—
underestimated.
Sanchez was the reason I travelled to Cuba. After reading her biography, One Day in December: Celia Sanchez
and the Cuban Revolution, I became fascinated by the
woman whom Cubans assert was made of “iron and
honey.” Both fierce and loving, she developed schools
and social programs, yet also participated in armed
jungle combat.

Eventually the road dropped into a series of mini valleys; climbing out, the view delivered a distractingly
beautiful coastline of finger-like islands jutting into
the ocean. Next day we climbed into the Maestras.
Pedalling each mountain, a dark knot of palm trees,
bamboo, and fog-shrouded cactus stood to our right.
Urging us up each peak were yet more symbols of the
revolution, whether a simple plaque or white rocks on
a green hillside spelling out ‘Fidel Forever.’ Most revered of these was a monument in Uvero, the town
where rebels seeking to overthrow the corrupt regime
of President Fulgencio Batista, who came to power in
a U.S.-supported coup, won their first military victory
on the 28th of May, 1957. Celia Sanchez was there. Beyond this point it became eerily quiet, the background
hush of ocean waves conjuring revolutionary ghosts.
During our longest day, about 90 kilometres, we
sought refuge from the midday sun under a gaze-

bo at the trailhead of Pico Torquino, Cuba’s highest peak at 1,975 metres. In 1953, to commemorate the centenary of José Martí, Sanchez and her
father hiked 11 kilometres to the summit carrying
a life-size bronze bust of Cuba’s first national independence war hero. Such inspiring strength saw me
through the remaining hot and hilly kilometres to
Media Luna, Sanchez’s hometown.
On a patio across from her home, surrounded by
white mariposa flowers, we watched horse-drawn
buggies deliver uniformed kids home from school.
Sanchez would be proud: today, Cuba has Latin
America’s best educational system. I like to think she
would also be proud of Airelis and I. Sanchez believed
wholeheartedly that women were every bit as capable
as men. I never worried that we wouldn’t finish, but
there was some satisfaction in proving the doubters
wrong. —Melanie Chambers

Known as “The Mother of all Cubans,” Sanchez introduced other women to the revolutionary struggle
with aplomb and style, hiding messages in the flower
frequently found tucked behind her ear, faking pregnancy to cross checkpoints, and recruiting fighters in
one of the island’s most punishing environments—her
home and the rebels’ headquarters, the Sierra Maestra.
The 400-kilometre Sierra Maestra circuit we planned
to ride in Cuba’s southwest corner is one of the country’s least visited areas, where farm fields vastly outnumber all-inclusive resorts. I’d been warned it was
“too mountainous to ride,” but cycling seemed the
most intimate way to experience Sanchez’s life, covering the same ground she had while staying in family
homes. Furthermore, it seemed fitting to hire a female
guide. Airelis Gomez works at a furniture shop but also
guides part-time with Canadian outfit CanBiCuba.
With impeccable eyebrows and formidable legs, she
embodied the spirit of Sanchez.
Starting in Santiago, the city in which Castro eventually announced victory, we pedalled out through the
black exhaust of pre-revolution Chevys and Fords,
then shadowed fields palisaded with tall sugar cane
past waypoint reminders: a school named for Sanchez;
a billboard announcing Heroinas de la Patria y la Revolución featuring both Sanchez and Vilma Castro, wife
of Cuba’s current ruler and Fidel’s brother, Raul.
ENRIQUE DE LA OSA
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Canada's
Best Ski Hotel

Live it up
Each year we work hard to produce a new Mountain Life Annual in conjunction with
a raft of dedicated partners, writers, photographers, designers and readers who
support our mission of keeping quality storytelling alive. When it’s done, placing
a copy of the Annual on a coffee table feels like putting up a big tent and inviting
everyone in for tea. Meanwhile, inside the digital doors of mountainlifemedia.ca
you’ll also find the best of the Annual. Whichever place you choose to meet,
we’re sure you’ll find our social-, culture- and environment-oriented ethos to be
warm respite from a world of otherwise boilerplate outdoor adventure.

BRUNO LONG

MASSIF
ENVY
Even when nothing really goes wrong, scaling
the world’s "biggest" mountain is no small feat.
words and photos :: Steve Ogle
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Chad Sayers digs out his tent on Mt. Logan—a chore repeated often during a storm that pinned the team down.
DAVE BARNES MAP ILLUSTRATION
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“If anyone’s up on the ridge, they’re dead.”
“What?!” mimes my tent-mate Chad Sayers.
A deafening roar overtakes our so-called conversation. This time I yell.
“I said, if anyone’s up on the ridge—they’re dead!”
Sayers doesn’t respond, digging frantically around the outside of our
four-season tent—a descriptor that leaves me wondering if there might be
a fifth season I’m not aware of. It’s May 2nd on Canada’s highest peak and
the birds aren’t singing. There isn’t a tulip in sight. In fact, I can barely see
Sayers for the blowing snow.
We’re bungling around at Camp 1 on Mount Logan’s standard King’s Trench
route. High above on the mountain’s flanks, gale-force winds whip over rock
features, roaring in locomotive-like chaos. The death zone I referred to is
higher still, on Logan’s notorious East Ridge, where the brunt of the storm
is focused.
Sayers grimaces through a Gandalfesque ice beard that has fused together
his hair, goggles and jacket zipper. He’s desperately trying to tie a granny
knot to our tent with a 2-millimetre cord, with what effectively amount to
oven mitts.
Despite being relatively low on the mountain’s easiest route (“cakewalk,” I was told), we’re acutely aware of previous expeditions who’ve
had tents—even people—vanish into the abyss in hurricane winds. So
this cord could literally be the fine line separating us from a mere fitful
night’s sleep, or a terrifying fate. While we hope for the less nightmarish
option, elsewhere on the mountain Natalia Martinez has crossed that line.

Nearly a vertical kilometre above us, at 3,700 metres on the East Ridge,
the 37-year-old Whistler-based Argentine climber is defying my prediction.
Outside of our five-man team, she’s the only other climber on Logan,
attempting to become the first woman to solo it. Fighting alone against a
Pacific low-pressure system, in desperation Martinez has set her alarm to a
two-hour schedule, repeatedly digging out her tent in a sort of nightmarish
version of Groundhog Day until, after a day and a half, the wind intensifies
to the point that she can no longer emerge from the hole.
Like a de facto human guy-wire, she’ll forego food, drink and sleep for an additional 14 hours, pushing with her arms against the tent’s nylon walls and
delicate poles, bracing against the battering of a 130-kilometre-per-hour
wind. When her arms lose strength, she’ll use her head, then her back. Her
mental strength will not flag.
“The storm was long... I was tired... and the wind was really strong,” recounts Martinez. After hearing of the incoming storm via her phone, she
too had been trepidatious about her fragile shelter, and initially planned to
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Just beyond some crevasses we take the rope off and
pass an unfortunate small duck frozen into the ice.
Untying the rope allows for some freedom, but also
exposes the slow; nobody wants to be that duck.

Chad Sayers and Kari Medig climbing above King’s Col into the hurt-zone. King’s Peak looms behind.
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dig a snow cave just like she’d learned on expeditions to Patagonia. Then

by some the world’s largest mountain in overall size. This is evident in the

the unpredictable happened. “Everything changed after the earthquake.”

number of routes available to scale it, though only two are climbed with
any regularity—the East Ridge and King’s Trench. Medig has scaled the

In the early hours of May 1st, two huge tremors—6.2 and 6.3 in magnitude

former and descended the latter but didn’t reach the summit due to poor

respectively—rocked the Yukon close to Mount Logan, knocking boxes off

weather. The rest of our team hopes to summit Logan during Canada’s

store shelves in Whitehorse and launching seracs dangerously close to Mar-

150th anniversary, and we aren’t the only ones.

tinez’ tent. Critical snow bridges on the East Ridge collapsed, forcing her to
retreat to a compromising spot that was more exposed to wind. She’d already

According to Stewart, 54 permits were issued during the 2017 climbing

requested a rescue, but the larger-than-expected storm had other ideas.

season—twice the annual average (though still paling in comparison to
the 1,189 people at Denali basecamp that year). The permitting system

In a strange twist, while Martinez battled, the international news had

allows Parks Canada to vet and track prospective climbers in order to min-

picked up on the story of a female climber stranded near the top of

imize the number of costly and dangerous rescues. Extractions, including

Mount Logan, awaiting rescue after the mountain shook her route apart.

seven high-altitude rescues in the past six years, tend to be from remote

The world and Martinez alike hoped she wouldn’t be whisked away by

areas requiring specialized helicopters and rescuers that must fly in from

hurricane-force winds, but rather an incoming Parks Canada helicopter.

Banff. This was the case in June 2018, when Quebec-based Monique Richard, a successful Seven Summits climber, finally ticked the first female
solo box for Logan’s summit. On her descent, however, she became lost in

Down in the Trench, Sayers and I, along with teammates Kari Medig, Chris

a storm and nearly succumbed to exhaustion before being found by two

Rowat and Alex Frankel, fend off what we later learn was just a typically

other climbers and escorted low enough to be rescued by a Parks team.

punchy springtime storm. Still, it destroyed our cooking shelter and tore
seams on Rowat’s three-man luxury tent. Although we’d all dozed through

Though the King’s Trench is straightforward in the objective hazard category (so much so, that for once I had no fatalistic premonitions upon leaving
my family for a few weeks), the environmental triad of altitude, cold and

Martinez has set her alarm to a two-hour
schedule, repeatedly digging out her tent in a
sort of nightmarish version of Groundhog Day
until the wind intensifies to the point that she
can no longer emerge from the hole.

weather create a heightened threat for the myriad climbers attempting
Logan, which remains the most popular objective in a playground full of
epic peaks. Canada’s Everest.
As we shuttle loads up past King’s Col and, eventually, the much-feared
narrow ridge of Prospector Col at 5,500 metres, we can attest to the seriousness of those environmental factors. Despite my relaxed attitude, I’m
quickly humbled. Logan is the toughest mountain I’ve ever attempted,
mostly due to the necessity of hauling huge loads at this altitude. At one
point above Camp 3, I vow that if I ever thaw out, I’ll never ever return to
the St. Elias—and that’s during a sunny, calm moment. Meanwhile, Rowat,

the earthquakes, we suspect that a large serac fall in front of camp a few

who was the most anxious about the trip—but is also the most prepared

hours later was shaken loose by the tremor. What we do know—via satellite

(he’s taking Diamox)—is out front leading the charge over the col.

call with our alarmed wives—is that Martinez is eventually rescued, and
that we’re advised to stay out of the headlines.

In 2005, a team of three experienced Vancouver climbers descending from
a successful climb was pinned down by a storm on Prospector Col. When

“When the jet stream drops down right onto you it’s pretty tough to

they tried to move to a less exposed area, their tent blew away, taking

weather it out,” relates Scott Stewart, visitor safety coordinator for the

all their gear; the one climber inside at the time escaped, and the team

Yukon’s sprawling Kluane National Park.

survived by holing up in a shallow cave chipped into ice, though one eventually lost nine fingers to frostbite.

As the staffer responsible for getting the preparedness message out to
expeditions, he warns that snowfalls in excess of three metres in a matter

Their ordeal is on my mind when I awake to –30˚C on the summit pla-

of hours isn’t out of the ordinary. “Then it’s about managing how you get

teau—an expanse of ice that must be traversed to gain the mountain’s

through those hours or days,” says the 17-year veteran based in Haines

nipple-like peak. Ice covers the shell of my sleeping bag yet the sun

Junction. “It can really feel like you and your camp are drowning.”

shines brightly. Despite a strong west wind, we agree that this is our only
weather window to summit, and quickly pack day-bags to plod across the
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Canada’s highest peak at 5,959 metres, Logan stands second in North

plateau. With a team of five, you learn quickly about the energetic ebbs

America only to Denali (6,190 m), but gains stature in being considered

and flows of both your own body and mind, and those of your partners.
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In 2005, a team of three experienced Vancouver climbers
descending from the summit was pinned down by a storm
on Prospector Col. When they tried to move to a less exposed area, their tent blew away, taking all their gear.

PREVIOUS SPREAD, TOP Boiling water was a constant chore at -30˚C … BOTTOM … watching boiling water freeze in the air was a lot more fun. THIS SPREAD Alex Frankel feeling the oxygen
pour into his lungs, during the 3,000-metre descent to King’s Trench. NEXT SPREAD The East Ridge of Mt. Logan. The East Peak is the larger pyramid on the top right but the true summit is
visible in the uppermost right corner.
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For a few hours I’m feeling strong, but Medig soon pulls out in front. I end up
at the back and struggle to keep up. Thankfully there’s no trail-breaking due
to the rock-hard snow; it’s only a matter of weaving through crevasses and
giant sastrugi formations while fending off wind and frostbite. But Rowat has
hit a wall and appears to be struggling. With oxygen at a premium, to inhale
properly and even discuss the situation we need to pull down our balaclavas
and expose our faces to a –60˚C windchill. We decide to push on.
I do my best to count fifty strides before doubling over my ski poles and
wincing. Just beyond some big crevasses we take the rope off and pass an
unfortunate small duck; for some reason it had tried to surmount the peak
during migration but instead became frozen into the ice. Untying the rope
allows for some freedom, but also divides the group. Nobody wants to be
that duck, but we can do nothing but waddle onward.
Just shy of the 200-metre-high summit triangle, I frantically dig a hole to get
us out of the wind. Here, due to a not-unwarranted-fear-of-death combined
with waning energy, Rowat throws in the towel: “Guys, this is my summit,”
he proclaims.
After some debate, the rest of his tent team feels they should stick together,
but Sayers and I are either less sentimental, hypoxic, or both, and know this
is our only chance to summit. With only enough food and energy for a few
days on the plateau, we can’t retreat to high camp and risk another bid so
it’s all or nothing now.
These are the crossroads you reach in the mountains, especially in an era of
fly-in, alpine-style ascents. Climbing doyen Hans Gmoser and crew had less
concern when, in 1959, they skipped the hour-long flight and instead skied
in 180 kilometres from Kluane Lake in less time than it took us to get up the
King’s Trench. “Go or No” decisions are ones you either later celebrate, or
regret. After more discussion and a shared frozen power gel, we convince
Medig, still feeling strong, to join us. Leaving our gear—including cameras
and skis—in the hole with Rowat and Frankel, and clutching only ice axes,
we literally crawl up the knife ridge to the summit. Most of the 90-minute
round trip is spent in a fog, but we share high fives and some wistfulness
that the others didn’t make it. I also feel regret when I realize I’d forgotten
to look down Hummingbird Ridge—one of the world’s most exalted climbing routes featured in Roper and Steck’s 1979 Fifty Classic Climbs in North
America. First scaled in 1965, despite numerous subsequent attempts it has
only since collected bodies. There’s also the completely unexplored north
face. Right now, however, the notion of attempting anything but the easiest
route on this mountain befuddles me.
Thirteen people have died here since 1980; already this season there has
been one rescue of a climber with altitude sickness and we aren’t keen to
be next. But arriving back at the hole, the wind has miraculously abated and
Rowat revived, so he and Frankel take their turn on the summit. Selfishly,
in somewhat shattered disrepair, Sayers and I begin the hours-long trek
back to our plateau camp to start melting water. With the promise of a warm
sleeping bag, Sayers bolts ahead, and the only trace of him I encounter before camp is a climbing skin randomly frozen to the skin track—he didn’t
even notice it was missing.
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At 5,959 metres, Logan stands second in North America only to Denali’s 6,190 metres,
but is considered by some to be the world’s largest mountain in overall size.
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ABOVE The team watches an avalanche on Logan that was likely shaken free by an
earthquake. RIGHT Sayers ripping down to King’s Trench during a shuttle load between King’s
Col and Football Field camp.

Foregoing rest the next morning, we hurriedly pack up and race to a rendezvous with the only flight leaving basecamp in the next week. Skiing
down is heavenly—probably the only proper enjoyment we’ve had on the
entire trip. During an oxygen-rich 3,200-metre, two-day long descent, we
encounter a team from B.C.’s south coast comprising the dad/daughter
duo of Rich and Naomi Prohaska, Whistler adventurer Holly Walker, and
two clients. A few days later, at the age of fifteen, Naomi will become
Logan’s youngest summiteer, accompanied by her guide father who has
likely climbed the mountain more times than anyone.
“This was all instigated by her,” relates the proud father of his daughter’s
undertaking. “She enjoys the suffering—can embrace it and look back
afterwards and say that it was really cool.”
But his next statement is sobering, and not something I would have believed was I not experiencing the same thing. “I don’t think she had a
good time,” he admits, acknowledging her first serious encounter with,
but also an affinity for, type-two fun. “Most adults don’t even like it.”
I can’t argue that.

Steve Ogle lives in Nelson, B.C. but spends an inordinate amount of time in places
where being pinned-down by storms is frighteningly normal. He’s happy that on Mt.
Logan it was only a few days, and not the three weeks he suffered on a traverse of
the Patagonia ice cap. // steveogle.ca
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the moment
A new film documents the outlaw
history of freeride mountain biking

words :: Leslie Anthony
photos :: Eric Berger and Sterling Lorence
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PREVIOUS SPREAD, LEFT Brett Tippie in Todd Pit, Kamloops, B.C., 1996. ERIC BERGER PHOTO. RIGHT Wade Simmons on the Vancouver North Shore, 2001. STERLING LORENCE PHOTO. THIS PAGE ABOVE
Schley stares over the edge and into the future in Lillooet, 1996. ERIC BERGER PHOTO. RIGHT Schley riding the glory line on Devil's Tower in Kamloops, 1996. ERIC BERGER PHOTO.

Five riders line up along a ridgeline, tiny action

If you’re old enough to remember, as I am, it looks

“There were so many pivotal moments in making

figures wavering against a setting sun. Uncertain-

like a scene straight out of the Kranked trilogy, the

the Kranked series, and in bringing freeriding to

ty is what it looks like, though there’s little doubt

original freeride mountain bike film series launched

a larger audience,” Turenne notes. “But everyone

what will come next.

by Whistler-based Radical Films in the late 1990s.

involved in the current project thought it was

And when the group finally rolls onto the flats at

important to try and recreate the most memora-

One by one, they push off, their passage a snail’s

the bottom of Todd Pit outside Kamloops, British

ble scene from the first film—the gathering at

pace at this distance. But cresting a breakover

Columbia, and the dust—quite literally—settles,

Todd Pit.”

in the upper part of the slope, their bikes pick

the reason for that assessment is clear. Right down

up speed, spreading out across the face. One

to the high-fives, it is a scene out of Kranked, one

That original gig—in July 1997 for Kranked: Live

straightlines while the rest execute the kind of

filmed in this exact spot some 20 years earlier.

to Ride—saw directors/producers Christian Begin

sinuous turns one might make in snow. All fight

Or at least as reasonable a facsimile as could be

and Bjorn Enga invite riders from three separate

the rim-deep sand and gravel, leaving smoky

staged by Darcy Turenne, director of The Moment,

B.C. freeride scenes to meet up in Kamloops for a

rooster tails to hang in the still, searing air. As

the award-winning documentary that traces how a

group shoot. Locals Richie Schley and Brett Tippie

the group descends, a clutch of onlookers at the

handful of radical, localized mountain bike move-

would share their favoured playgrounds with Aar-

bottom cheers them on; cameras follow from every

ments in B.C. came together to launch the freeride

on Knowles and Wade Simmons, another Kam-

compass direction.

milieu that now defines the sport.

loops-born pair then living and riding in Deep
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Cove on Vancouver’s North Shore, as well as Dave

Lawrence, Simmons, Tippie and Schley were on

pioneers still ride bikes, still love it, and are still

Swetland and Chris Lawrence from Rossland, deep

hand for her shoot in late August 2017, along

friends,” offers Turenne, adding, “… even if they

in the Kootenay Mountains. The group shred that

with Elladee Brown, another Kranked star who

mostly act like a bunch of mean siblings with

day was rife with friendly one-upmanship, an

graciously stood-in for Dave Swetland, her K2

each other.”

Influenced by snowsports, B.C.’s renegade riders echoed that same freedom of the hills in taking on big, steep
descents on natural mountain terrain, clay badlands, and open pits.

expression-session that offered a precursor of

bike teammate who was lost to a car accident in

Indeed, watching their instant camaraderie, listen-

freeride comps to come. “As much as I could, I

2008. The footage makes up The Moment’s final

ing to their smack talk, and taking in the day’s pro-

wanted to gather that same group,” says Turenne.

scene, bringing freeriding’s arc of humble begin-

ceedings from the base of the pit brought on my

“I came pretty close.”

nings full circle. “I wanted to show that these

own memories, closing an entirely different circle.
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This slice of time in 1996–1998 was a passion-fuelled
moment that could only happen once, a story filled with
both gravity and gravitas that has long begged telling.
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In the spring of 1996, I occupied a desk in
Southern California as Senior Editor of Bike
magazine. Launched only two years earlier in
1994, Bike had nevertheless gained fast footing
by filling a noticeable void. Where other mountain bike magazines produced covers featuring
tried-and-true closeups of top-name, Lycra-clad
riders in cross-country, downhill, or night races
(a strangely common motif ), and populated their
content with similar fodder, Bike borrowed its
ethos from sister publications Powder and Surfer
to channel the wider world of fat-tire culture and
the feel of riding. Without trying too hard, Bike
quickly owned the experiential niche—adventure
mountain biking, foreign travel, beautiful scenery,
stunning photography, irreverent commentary,
grassroots scenes. Being all about the sport’s
fuzzy edges and farthest-flung singletrack (wellframed, if you please) it wasn’t a huge surprise
to receive phone calls from my Whistler-based
friends Begin and photographer Eric Berger, both
insisting there was something going on in the
town of Kamloops that Bike readers should know
about. Berger’s take was that what riders here
were doing was so far outside the box of mountain biking’s public perception (a received view
solidified when cross-country racing debuted at
the Summer Olympic Games in Atlanta that year)
that it begged journalistic investigation. Begin—
though wont to say the same of anything he was
filming—excitedly told me: “What these guys are
doing will change the sport.”
LEFT Duelling destinies. Schley and Tippie having a moment in a Kamloops sand pit circa 1996. ABOVE LEFT the infamous February, 1997
BIKE cover that changed it all. TOP RIGHT Schley revisits—and relives—the glory line on Devil’s Tower in August, 2017. BOTTOM RIGHT
Begin lines up the shot that would eventually be heard—and seen—around the world, Lillooet, B.C., 1996. PHOTOS BY ERIC BERGER.
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Moody photos showing riders making fog-shrouded drops of
several metres into wet, log-jammed understory did nothing to
dispel the notion that the North Shore scene was pure insanity.
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LEFT Eric Van Drimmelen on Cypress Mountain, Vancouver North Shore, 2004. The history of freeride mountain biking may no longer be a blur... ABOVE … but it’s still a bit murky. Van Drimmelen on the
infamous “Reaper” trail, North Shore, 1999. PHOTOS BY STERLING LORENCE.

Well. That alone might have convinced me, but

would become can be found in Pulp Traction, it

of the hills by challenging themselves with big,

there was a pièce de résistance. Begin’s B.C. foot-

was nothing compared to what I would see on

steep descents on natural mountain terrain, clay

age had been packaged for an edgy mountain

the ground.

badland features, and open gravel pits. Outside

bike film that bike company Specialized had

the box, yes. Interesting, ditto. Worth document-

contracted ski-movie impresario Greg Stump to

Eventually joining Berger and Begin on a trip

ing, definitely. What couldn’t be known was how

make. From the minute Bike staff gathered to

to Kamloops, what I witnessed was so crazed,

this vision would indeed change the public’s view

watch an advance copy of Pulp Traction on the of-

so heart-in-mouth terrifying, that “Sick” became

of mountain biking’s potential.

fice VHS, I was booking a ticket north. The insan-

the logical title of my February 1997 cover story,

ity of the off-trail descents it depicted, the high

on which then-editor Rob Story upped the ante

Imagery of riders dropping six-metre ledges and

speeds and edge-of-control turns, the BMX-style

with an enormous cover blurb: “Drop Everything:

railing high-speed lines down talus slopes were

jumps, the crushing wipe-outs, and the sheer joy

B.C.’s sick riders do it wilder and faster than any-

unheralded, improbable, even death defying in

and energy of rubes trying to out-duel each other in

one on the planet.” The accompanying photo of

an age where bunny-hopping a log was consid-

an unspoken “bike-off ” was as stunningly fresh

Schley on a clay feature called Devil’s Peak did

ered rad. But praise and respect wouldn’t ac-

to our eyes as it was horrifying to Specialized,

everything to reinforce the proclamation. Influ-

crue easily: this devil-may-care, landscape-rip-

which would never release the film. Though the

enced by snowboarding and skiing, these ren-

ping style was as upsetting to the mountain

seeds of everything the sport of mountain biking

egade riders were echoing that same freedom

bike community as it was eye-opening. Bike
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE STARTING TOP LEFT The Moment director Darcy Turenne. MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON PHOTO. TOP MIDDLE Richie Schley. ERIC BERGER PHOTO. TOP RIGHT Christian Begin. ERIC BERGER
PHOTO. BOTTOM MIDDLE Brett Tippie. ERIC BERGER PHOTO. BOTTOM RIGHT Wade Simmons. MARGUS RIGA PHOTO. RIGHT Howdy neighbours! Richie Schley on a 2017 revisit to the backyard riding bonanaza of
Kamloops. PHOTO BY ERIC BERGER.

companies and trail associations literally freaked

and was—that what “Dangerous Dan” Cowan,

elements by Kranked. When the film became a

out, and the industry wanted nothing to do with

Todd “Digger” Fiander, Wade Simmons and oth-

mega-hit, it forever changed the way mountain

what seemed a reckless, equipment-destroying,

ers in the North Shore scene were doing was far

biking was marketed. Begin’s enthusiasms had

liability-plagued, redneck milieu. But there was

bolder and ballsier than the Kamloops clay-bluff

been prescient: it actually did change the sport.

little they could do, as the earthquake had al-

scene, which one wag likened to “a beach scene.”

Keening to public interest, the industry had to

ready set in motion an unstoppable tsunami.

Certainly moody photos by the likes of John Gib-

take notice and adapt, soon enough elevating

Besides, it turned out that the Kamloops crew

son and Sterling Lorence showing riders making

many from the original Kranked crew onto teams

weren’t the sport’s only hinterland pariahs.

fog-shrouded drops of several metres into wet,

comprising the sport’s first sponsored freeriders.

log-jammed understory did nothing to dispel the
At the same time, on Vancouver’s dank North

notion. Regardless, the industry wanted nothing

This slice of time in 1996–1998 was a passion-fu-

Shore, an enigmatic group influenced by trials

to do with this circus, either. And so, these very

elled moment that could only happen once, a

riding were engineering and building elevated,

separate subcultures, connected at first only by

story filled with both gravity and gravitas that

high-consequence structures known as “skinnies”

the spirit of freedom and challenge each fos-

has long begged telling. Which brings us back

above the rainforest floor. It could be argued—

tered, would be fused together with other fringe

to Todd Pit.
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ABOVE Rocks in their heads? Richie Schley sees a world in a grain of sand somewhere in B.C. RIGHT Brett Tippie locks ’em up on “Dragon Schleyer,” a talus cone above Seton Lake in Lillooet, B.C., during a
Kranked shoot. PHOTOS BY ERIC BERGER

Darcy Turenne had just finished a long-term film

never crossed my mind how it had evolved. That

been doing this stuff regardless. They were just a

project and wasn’t sure she wanted to take on

part has been really enlightening.”

bunch of passionate riders who wanted to share

another when Christian Begin approached her with

what they were doing, and none of them had any

a movie idea. “He told me he had this freeride

After a Kickstarter campaign that helped fund

mountain bike film he wanted to do but felt he

all the post-production bells and whistles of a

it would have been someone else… but how it

was too close to it and needed an outside film-

solid feature film, The Moment was released in

became them is the story I’m telling.”

maker. He appreciated my focus on storytelling,

November 2017 to rave reviews, which followed

and we agreed that what he was talking about

it on a worldwide tour that is still in motion.

was a documentary and not a sports film, and

“There have been ups and downs but in gener-

that it should go much deeper than just a chrono-

al it has been fun. These characters became my

logical history.”

companions for a whole year,” she chuckles. “I

idea what they were starting. If it wasn’t them

just edited the helmet cam stuff and was laughIn the end, Turenne, a former mountain bike pro

ing my head off. Also, the movie’s opening with

herself, couldn’t resist, and jumped in. Soon, as

Greg Stump talking about Pulp Traction is way

predicted, it became her life.

too funny.”

“My background helped me to handle the subject

And her takeaway after thirty-some interviews

matter, but it was funny how little I knew about

and scanning through hundreds of hours of ar-

the history. I grew up in the mountain bike com-

chival footage?

munity as a competitive freerider but came in

Leslie Anthony has been a part of the outdoor writing
scene long enough to have witnessed—and been fixture
of—revolutions in both skiing and mountain biking. The
Whistler, British Columbia-based editorial director of

just past the first generation of freeriders. So, I

“What I realized at Todd Pit was that even if they

Mountain Life Annual still enjoys penning these histo-

basically thought freeriding always existed and it

weren’t being filmed, these guys would have

ries—even when it dates him. // IG: @docleslie
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The
Sacred
Place
Where
Life
Begins
words :: Brian Peech
photos :: Peter Mather
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The Porcupine caribou herd—one of the planet’s last great natural wonders—faces
an uncertain future. A look at the economic, biological and sustenance issues.

Freshly minted certificate in hand, a young teach-

As the summer breeding grounds for the

cent of its annual budget funded by oil and gas

er embarks on his career in Old Crow, a Gwich’in

200,000-plus Porcupine caribou herd, ANWR is

and a mounting deficit since oil prices plunged in

village of about 200 in the northern reaches of

also ground zero for one of the most conten-

2015, Alaska could surely use the cash. Beyond

Canada’s Yukon territory. He’s recently caught the

tious, polarizing battles between man and nature

lease sales, however, Alaska Senator Diane Mur-

photo bug, and with camera at his side, trudges

in North America—a simmering divide that re-

kowski and the Trump administration estimate

through the snow crust of a wind-scoured hill, hoping

cently reached a boiling point, and which Mather

$100 billion in royalties could be drawn from the

to capture something wonderful.

has found himself in the middle of. In December

refuge in coming decades—that is, if prices top

As if on cue, a crescendo of grunts and scrapes

2017, the Republican-controlled U.S. House of

$78/barrel and there’s a minimum seven billion

and snapping foliage sends birds flittering from

Representatives passed a $1.5 trillion tax reform

barrels, a figure many experts feel is unlikely.

the thicket. What begins as a trickle of life is soon

bill. In a move many describe as duplicitous, law-

spilling from the trees in a full-fledged flood. Over

makers attached legislation requiring the Depart-

While there’s no definitive way of knowing with-

ancient trails tamped into the landscape, the Por-

ment of Interior hold two lease sales of a mini-

out breaking ground, the U.S. Geological Survey

cupine caribou have returned, passing through Old

mum 400,000 acres each in the 1.5-million-acre

(USGS) estimates that the 10-02 holds 4.3 – 11.8

Crow as part of the oldest and largest land migration

coastal plain area of ANWR—referred to as the

billion barrels. At the upper end—which even the

on earth.

10-02—over the next seven years.

USGS pegs at only a 5 per cent probability—it
would put ANWR in the same league as neighbour-

A mounting chorus of snorts and clicking
hooves fills the woods, and steam rises from

“There are many indications this is being done on

ing Prudhoe Bay, one of the continent’s largest oil

sweaty hides and panting breath. As hundreds of

very shaky grounds,” says Old Crow resident and

fields with production of 281,000 barrels per day.

caribou pass within arm’s reach of the teacher’s

Vuntut Gwitch’in councilor, Dana Tizya-Tramm. “It

impromptu blind, he freezes, heart in his throat,

was hidden in a tax bill, forcing the Senate Com-

“It’s probably the number-one opportunity in the

body pressed tightly to a tree. Draining a day’s

mittee of Energy, Mines and Resources to find a

long term to ensure Alaska continues to thrive

supply of energy just to keep still, he’s too awed to

way to produce a billion dollars from the state

economically,” says Andrew Mack, Alaska Depart-

even lift the camera to his widening eyes.

of Alaska.”

ment of Natural Resources Commissioner. “We
have an obligation to monetize the resource, but

This is Peter Mather’s first up-close encounter
with the caribou—a rendezvous that will sow the

Disputes over development in the coastal plain

our additional responsibility and obligation is to

seeds of a career and set in motion a rhapsodic

are nothing new. Established in 1960, ANWR

make sure we do it with great care… keeping in

devotion to both conservation of the North’s wild

was doubled in size in 1980 along with a law

mind the people that live there, their lifestyles,

spaces, and the preservation of its cultures.

granting permanent wilderness protection to

and reliance upon the lands and the waters.”

much of the area. This was only three years
after the Trans-Alaska Pipeline began carrying

While it might be the best opportunity for Alaska,

Nearly 400 kilometres from Old Crow, notched

North Slope oil south from Prudhoe Bay to the

it’s far from a good opportunity federally. The

into the northeast corner of Alaska, lies the

port of Valdez, dramatically pumping up Alaska’s

$1.1 billion in federal revenue forecasted from

19.6-million-acre Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

economy. With speculation that the 10-02 held

lease sales is less than one-tenth of one per cent

(ANWR), a seemingly insignificant swatch of land

similar reserves, it wasn’t included in the 1980

of the $1.5 trillion tax cut. To raise even that

in a vast and varied wilderness. Stretching from

protections; the fight over drilling in the area

much requires bringing in an ambitious $2,750

boreal hinterland to the south, over the crag-

has been ongoing since.

per acre when North Slope lease sales are aver-

gy Brooks Range, and spilling down the North

aging far less.

Slope wetlands into the Beaufort Sea, the area

Under the new bill, Alaska and the feds would

is remote and, so far, all but void of human en-

split revenue that could amount to some $1.1

Aside from the hazy financials, this most recent

croachment.

billion for each over the first decade. With 80 per

push to develop the 10-02 flies in the face of a

PREVIOUS SPREAD Tens of thousands of caribou from the Porcupine herd in their calving and nursing grounds in Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. LEFT, TOP Gwich’in hunter Jeffery Peters cleans
a caribou hide in the Porcupine River. BOTTOM Gwich’in youth are striving to learn their language with the help of their elders. NEXT SPREAD Members of the Porcupine caribou herd, with 7-week-old calves,
spread across the Yukon’s Blow River during their annual migration from calving grounds to summer range.
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Everything on the land is just waiting for caribou. Like a drought on the
prairies—you’re just waiting for rain to pour down and bring it back to life.
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longstanding treaty between Canada and the U.S.

The fact that Gwich’in communities trace the

Now in his forties, Mather is recognized as

to protect the Porcupine herd and its habitat.

millennia-old migratory route further reinforces

one of the world’s foremost wilderness photogra-

this symbiotic relationship. For their parts, the

phers. His time photographing bears, wolverines

“The spirit of the Agreement is clear about con-

governments of Canada, Yukon and the Vuntut

and other camera-shy Arctic animals, as well as

sultation [with First Nations] before anything

Gwitch’in have issued statements opposing drill-

his work with the Gwich’in, has put him on the

happens that could disturb the caribou. Yet [U.S.

ing in ANWR, working through the PCMB to for-

map as both an experienced outdoorsman and

officials] have already posted their notice of

mulate a plan to fight further development.

gifted visual storyteller.

them,” says Tizya-Tramm, who recently met with

“Now, one of the objectives of the ‘wildlife pre-

day he’s gaining across thawing snow won’t put

signatories from the Porcupine Caribou Manage-

serve’ is to produce oil and gas,” says Tizya-Tramm.

him near the caribou in time, Mather shifts tactics.

ment Board (PCMB), comprising the Tr’ondëk

“This is a dangerous precedent, and it comes at a

Choosing now to travel in the ever-dusk blue of the

Hwëch’in, Na-Cho Nyak Dun and Vuntut Gwich’in

very critical point. Once the leases are sold, it will

Arctic night, cooler temperatures allow for a more

First Nations, as well as the Inuvialuit Gaming

shut down a lot of the ability for other entities to

efficient crossing, and soon he’s on track for another

Council, the federal government, and the Yukon

weigh in on the future of the coastal plains.”

rendezvous.

Mather sees it in even starker terms. “For 40

herd? Will it be where he’s expecting it? Will his im-

The Gwich’in have relied on the caribou for mil-

years, the Gwich’in and environmental groups

ages reflect the sheer awe of the migration at a time

lennia, their relationship summed in a reference

have fought to keep those calving grounds safe

when awareness matters most? Did he likely just

to the calving grounds as ‘the sacred place where

from oil and gas development. That’s 40 years of

spend all this time, energy and possibly the last of

life begins.’ Drilling in ANWR would throw the lives

fighting essentially lost.”

his money to come up empty-handed?

intent and Vuntut Gwich’in has not heard from

Realizing that the paltry five kilometres a

and Northwest territorial governments.

His journey is full of doubt. Has he missed the

Despite the risks, Mather presses on. He’s all

"Caribou are the keystone of the North. They influence both terrestrial
and aquatic ecosystems and feed everything. When the caribou aren’t
around it’s lonely country. "

in now. Mother Nature is notoriously fickle, they
say, and, it turns out, so are caribou.

“Caribou are the keystone of the North,” says
North Yukon Regional Biologist, Mike Suitor. “They

of Gwich’in communities throughout the North-

Twenty years later, this time on skis, Mather climbs

influence both terrestrial and aquatic landscapes

west Territories, Yukon, and Alaska into discord,

another hill towing a sled loaded with 160 kilos

and feed everything. In the Far North, whenever

amounting to an existential threat to survival.

of provisions and camera gear. Now a member of

there’re no caribou, it’s lonely country. But when

the League of Conservation Photographers and a

they arrive, [suddenly so do] wolves and bears

“Culturally, the Gwich’in are caribou people,”

stringer for National Geographic, he’s been forced

and wolverines. The caribou drive the ecosystem.”

says Mather. “They have all these important

to slog an unanticipated 120 kilometres into Ivvavik

tales—like a belief that part of the caribou heart

National Park to intercept the caribou migration af-

This wellspring of activity extends from the wil-

lies within each Gwich’in, and part of the Gwich’in

ter his bush pilot couldn’t put down on collapsing

derness into most northern communities, explains

heart is in each caribou, too.”

snowdrifts or melting lakes.

Tizya-Tramm. “Caribou move in pulses,” he says,
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“and as soon as they come close, the entire town

spook them. Even the Gwich’in don’t go in there

eating. And if calves grow slowly as a result,

comes alive.”

at that time of year because it’s such an intru-

those young will be more susceptible to predators

sion. The idea that you’d have helicopters and

for longer periods of time. “The vast majority of

trucks and pipelines and people everywhere…

fatalities occur during those first few weeks of life,”

well, there’s no way it wouldn’t be devastating.

he explains.

For Mather the experience is more quixotic.
“When you’re out there the world will be so qui-

It’s just not compatible.”
So, while Porcupine caribou numbers are mo-

et,” he says. “But then the caribou come, and
there’s all this noise, all this life, and it just seems

Biologists agree, having long understood the le-

mentarily strong, development would almost cer-

to awaken everything. I’ll have a feeling that ev-

gion of factors that make the 10-02 an ideal place

tainly impact and imperil the population.

erything on the land is just waiting for caribou.

for calving.

Like a drought on the prairies—you’re just waiting
for rain to pour down and bring it back to life.”

In the early 1990s, state biologists with the
“In 50 years of monitoring, other than a spring

Alaska Department of Fish and Game found calf

where there were major snowstorms, the herd

survival was high on the coastal plain, but very

Today, the Porcupine caribou herd is at the

hasn’t calved anywhere other than the North

low when, for whatever reason, caribou were

apex of a natural cycle of fluctuation. Last year

Slope. It’s quite specific habitat,” says Suitor, not-

displaced south or east. Another study by biolo-

it reached record numbers, with government

ing that wolves tend to stay above timberline, and

gist Brad Griffith of the Alaska Cooperative Fish

surveys estimating the population at 202,000 –

that while predators like grizzly bears and golden

and Wildlife Research Unit found that drilling

235,000, significantly higher than the previous

eagles may venture onto the plain, their numbers

anywhere in the calving grounds was likely to

peak of 178,000 in 1989. And while some barren

are significantly lower than in areas farther south.

reduce calf survival rates by a minimum 8.2 per

grounds caribou herds have declined over 90 per

“There’s not really anywhere else like it.”

cent, while the herd can only sustain a 4.6 per

cent from historic averages, the robust Porcupine
herd isn’t considered threatened.

cent reduction in survivability before it begins to
In a perfect mix of protection and sustenance

negatively impact the population.

rarely afforded by the Arctic, cows arrive just as
The herd has grown steadily at an average an-

cotton grass is blooming and calf shortly thereaf-

“The decline in calf survival would be sufficient

nual rate of 3.7 per cent, low compared to other

ter; timing is crucial because the cow’s access to

enough to actually stop the herd from increasing

herds, which tend to cycle up and down much

good food affects milk production.

at its natural rate, and that’s significant,” says

more rapidly; the herd’s crashes likewise aren’t

Suitor. “Oil developments aren’t short term,

as dramatic. And therein lies a conundrum: with

“The spring migration is pretty hard [on the cari-

they’re here for decades. So, if a herd is already

no immediate concern over numbers, and no way

bou],” says Mather. “The terrain is soft and they

in a natural decline phase, adding this effect on

to know for sure how development might impact

have to cross rivers during flood that are filled

top could accelerate it, and, on the other end,

the population, why sound the alarm? At its most

with huge chunks of ice. It’s pretty dangerous

make it slower to come back up again.”

basic, the question becomes Why can’t the caribou

and indicates how important it is for them to get

just calve elsewhere?

to the calving grounds.”

“Caribou are very sensitive when calving,” says

Suitor notes that if cows are disturbed because

Mather, “When you’re near the calving grounds,

of activities in the area, they’re likely to pay more

you can’t even leave your tent because you might

attention to what’s going on around them than

PREVIOUS SPREAD. CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT Gwich’in youth Darcy Andre captures the memories of a good hunt on the Porcupine River; Daniel Tritt, a Neets’aii Gwich’in from Arctic Village, Alaska,
celebrates a successful spring hunt with daughter Elsie; Tetlit Gwich’in elder Ernest Vittrekwa butchers a caribou with his granddaughter on the banks of the Peel River in the NWT; Tetlit Gwich’in elder
Agnes Neyando of Fort MacPherson, NWT, hangs whitefish for smoking. THIS SPREAD A bull caribou leads a small group through whiteout conditions in Richardson Mountains of Northern Yukon.
NEXT SPREAD Aurora Borealis over the Alyeska pipeline on Alaska’s North Slope. The line carries oil from Prudhoe Bay just West of the Arctic Wildlife Refuge south to the port of Valdez.
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Any decline in calf survival would be sufficient to stop the herd
from increasing at its natural rate, and that’s significant. Oil
developments aren’t short term—they’re here for decades.
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Proponents of drilling often point to the neigh-

truly responsible to risk these fragile ecosystems

education and appealing to elected officials.

bouring Central Arctic herd as an example of

for an already very well-established oil system?”

“Here in Canada, the government is very support-

caribou thriving in proximity to oil development.

ive of protecting the refuge. We’d like them to

That herd has remained healthy despite displace-

He hasn’t picked up his camera in some time. In

take a stronger stand against the United States

ment by the hive of activity at Prudhoe Bay. But

stark contrast to the wide-open spaces Mather typi-

and be more forceful [about] what should happen

the width of the ANWR coastal plain is much nar-

cally calls his office, he’s in Washington lobbying for

up there.”

rower than it is there—15 – 60 kilometres versus

protection of ANWR. The late nights spent campaign-

150-plus kilometres. If the Porcupine herd were

ing have left him longing for time with his family and

displaced to areas with higher predation and/or

itching to get back into the northern wilderness.

The continent lost its million-strong
plains bison herd at the turn of the

diminished sustenance, long-term viability could

Mather has taken on the responsibility of cre-

be compromised by the Arctic’s stormy disposi-

ating awareness around the 10-02. He began by

century, and Tizya-Tramm wonders

tion for hostile conditions. Biologically it seems

planning to run five trips into the area for interested

a monumental gamble, but given what’s at stake

and engaged people, but as more and more became

if that’s something we’re willing to

for its economy, Alaska has a different take.

conscious of the issue, that number quickly doubled.

repeat with caribou.

In summer 2018 he will lean on his Arctic experience

“We have the ability to manage impacts, and

to escort 40 to 50 storytellers—writers, photogra-

For Tizya-Tramm, the struggle transcends borders,

we’ve successfully been able to do so,” argues

phers and filmmakers—to the refuge in hopes they’ll

cultures and partisan politics.

commissioner Mack. “And we continue to refine

help tell the story of the caribou, the plight of the

how we do business in the sense of stipulations

Gwich’in, and all those working to protect the refuge.

“If [I strip] away the emotion, and… my First Na-

that go along with building oil infrastructure in

Seeing protections instituted for the 10-02 is an-

tions point of view, I feel that whatever we see

an Arctic setting. We think we can harvest sub-

other monumental hill to climb, one of the most

unfold here will be a litmus test for the Arctic,”

surface resources and protect the surface values,

important crests Mather has ever ascended.

he says. “Our elders say the land speaks for it-

and that they’re not incompatible. We also have

self, but as a leader for my people, I have to

an obligation to sustainability; we have to take

speak to those who cannot hear what the land

up the mantle and responsibility to be good

So, what now? At the end of July 2018, the U.S.

says. We’re all people at the end of the day, and

stewards. If we fall down at any stage… that

Department of Land Management posted an En-

this message isn’t one of a First Nation, or of an

would be an extremely challenging situation.”

vironmental Impact Statement (EIS) that opened

environmentalist—it’s a human one.”

up a 45-day comment period.
If the State does fall down, any damage will linger
a long time. A study by the National Academies

“The commitment of industry, and frankly of the

of Science in 2003 concluded that massive costs

state, is to tread lightly,” says Mack. “Included

make the removal of any oil or gas infrastructure

in that EIS are stipulations designed not only to

from the North Slope unlikely. In the real case of

protect caribou, but other land animals, water-

an unsuccessful well drilled some 30 years ago

fowl, water resources.”

where equipment was removed, satellite images
show the tundra has yet to recover.

Whether protections for calving grounds are
embedded into the ANWR development plan re-

“You can say the herd is 200,000 strong, that

mains to be seen. In any case, oil from ANWR is

there’s new drilling technology, and that there

unlikely to hit the market for at least a decade.

will be less impacts,” says Tizya-Tramm. “But we

“That’s time to bring a fulcrum of reason into

all know about the accidents that take place—

this issue and push it in the right direction,” says

and some of the species we’ve already lost.”

Tizya-Tramm.

The continent lost its million-strong plains bison

In the meantime, Mather sees that window as

battled Peel watershed. His photo work now circles the

herd at the turn of the century, and Tizya-Tramm

time to ramp up the fight on the ground. “We

globe, inspired by both the beauty of wilderness areas

wonders if that’s something we’re willing to re-

need thousands of people doing their own little

and the need to protect them. // petermather.com

peat with caribou. “At the end of the day is it

piece to protect this area,” he says, advocating

When Peter Mather moved to Canada’s Yukon Territory at
eight years old it was love at first sight. He started tinkering with cameras after seeing a presentation on the em-

PREVIOUS SPREAD. CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT Mother and calf begin the process of connecting and imprinting within minutes of birth; A small group of Porcupine caribou cross a river delta in
the ANWR's 10-02 lands; A caribou calf killed by a grizzly bear is scavenged by a pair of parasitic jaegers; Hundreds of caribou seek shelter from the incessant mosquitoes on remnant snow patches.
LEFT Caribou from the Porcupine caribou herd pass through Canada’s Ivvavik National Park on their annual spring migration to Alaska.
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Just south of the Arctic Circle, the team makes its first few strokes on the murky waters of the 370-kilometre Mountain River. PHOTO BY JIMMY MARTINELLO
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It was the first stand-up paddleboard descent of the iconic Mountain River—but that
was hardly the point of experiencing one of the continent’s last great wildernesses.
words :: Todd Lawson
It’s July 1st, the start of our two-week voyage down the famed Mountain River in the Northwest Territories. We’re eating bacon and pancakes drenched in maple
syrup, listening to The Tragically Hip, and it’s the country’s 150th birthday to boot. It doesn’t get more Canadian than this.
We lash the gear onto our boards and pull into the river’s frigid current. A minute later, a moose casually strolls along the riverbank, takes one look at us and
vanishes into the bush like a boreal magic trick. We take the sighting as a good omen; up here it’s as remote as it gets, and we’re the first ones on the river
this season.
In his book Song of the Paddle, Canadian adventure canoeist and author Bill Mason describes the Mountain River as North America’s “holy grail of whitewater
wilderness trips.” Though we aren’t looking to achieve eternal youth with a sip from a magical chalice, we do want to taste its northern waters from our own
cupped hands. Further acclaim from experienced canoeists—“Virtually nonstop moving whitewater;” “Six dramatic canyons;” “Utterly remote and full of wildlife”—
has convinced us that this will be the trip of a lifetime, and definitely the biggest paddling adventure any of us has undertaken.
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Our principal concern is flipping. With 55 kilos of essential
survival gear lashed on deck, righting a SUP in a fast-moving
wave-train is no easy feat. And if the leash tethering us to the
board snaps, walking out isn’t an option.
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Our Home and Native Land
We’re not running the river to collect scientific samples or to study wildlife or
to discern whether climate change has affected the size of its rapids. Though
we’ll be the first-ever stand-up paddlers to run it, we likewise have little
interest in claiming a ‘first SUP descent.’ We’re simply here to experience
the river on a different craft. Hundreds of brave canoeists have paddled
the river’s turbid waters before us. Before them, generations of Dene First
Nations navigated the Mackenzie River watershed in moosehide boats, using
the waterways for both travel and hunting. Peter Pond, an explorer with the
North West Company, discovered the watershed in the 1780s, launching an
era of trade with the Dene. The nearby Mackenzie (Canada’s longest river
and end-point of our voyage) landed on European maps in 1789 after Pond’s
replacement, Scottish trader Alexander Mackenzie, explored it to its end, enshrining it as a vital part of the fur trade and a communication link between
northern and southern trading posts.
Although commercial river-running here became viable in the mid-1980s, it’s
still rare for more than 50 people a year to descend the Mountain River in
whitewater expedition canoes. To put this in perspective, the Nahanni, another of Canada’s northern heritage rivers, sees as many as 1,200 paddlers
each season; though even that is far from crowded, the Mountain River and
its surrounding landscape offer a different echelon of isolation.
“This is one of the world’s last great intact wildernesses,” says Al Pace,
who, with wife Lyn, has operated Canoe North Adventures since 1987. “It’s
scary-exciting to be on the rivers up here, and people often speak about wilderness out-of-body experiences during our trips. When people battle these
rivers for two and three weeks straight they get a real appreciation for true
wilderness. There are many rivers up here, but for hour-by-hour excitement,
the Mountain blows everything else away.”
Indeed, experiencing what an untouched landscape like this can do to
one’s outlook is our intangible goal. The four of us (with trip-given nicknames)—‘Jetboil’ Jonny Burak, Dennis ‘Freeride’ Flett, Jimmy ‘Captain Honey
Jack’ Martinello, and myself, ‘Trenchcoat’ Todd Lawson—are friends, husbands
and fathers with various levels of water travel experience, from raft-guiding
to canoe-tripping to long-distance surf and sea-kayak missions. It has taken
five solid years enrolled in self-taught whitewater SUP school to graduate to
where we are now. The heavy flows of British Columbia’s Coast Mountains
have taught us the hidden nuances of many a river’s strength and character.
We cut our teeth on classic gems in our Sea to Sky backyard, hitting them
during every season of the year, falling and swimming in the fast, icy waters,
learning to anticipate the current and pick smart lines rather than fight the
flow. Hurt and humbled, whatever pain we experienced was no match for the
gain—the pull of the river took hold.
Now we’re SUP river junkies, full stop. Where we once donned heavy packs
and climbing racks to get our summer-sport fix, we now plunge paddles into
the Elaho, Cheakamus and Green Rivers to study eddies and wave trains
and board-swallowing holes. For most kayakers, our runs are a walk-in-thepark, but when you’re standing on a board a whole new set of rules levels
the playing field; being vulnerable to a swim at any moment, you learn to
respect the river at all times. With river diplomas in hand, we’re as prepared
as we can be for a journey into one of the most remote regions of the world.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD Jon Burak penning a page for a whitewater SUP textbook. THIS SPREAD Big landscape, little humans. PHOTOS BY JIMMY MARTINELLO
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It’s enlightening to glide through a completely unaltered landscape: no roads, no railroad, no power lines, no light pollution,
no dilapidated cabins, no crops, no planes overhead—not even
the blackened rocks of a campfire.
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ABOVE Balance + momentum = good times for Jimmy Martinello. RIGHT PAGE Flett and Martinello slog their boards and gear through Push Me Pull Me Creek. PHOTOS BY TODD LAWSON

The True North Strong and Free
On the plane from Vancouver to Yellowknife, I read a quote from former Edmonton Eskimos Head Coach Darrell Royal that moves me to write it down:
Chance favours those in motion. Knowing we won’t stop for 300-plus kilome-

tres of river, we hope both Lady Luck and Mother Nature remain on our side.
Heavy rainfall might swell the river to scary levels, and nasty, cold weather
could change a paddling trip into a survival epic. We’ve packed enough food
into drybags to last 15 days, each of us has camera gear sealed inside a
Pelican case, and with weight and space at an ultra-premium, we’ve carefully
scrutinized clothing and camping gear. Our love of fresh-cooked food over
freeze-dried is the only thing that tips up our weight, but will be one of the
keys to our happiness. Eating well after long days on the river keeps us in
good spirits: steak and pasta the first night, grilled chicken breasts the next,
pork chops and mashed potatoes another. And one bulky red cabbage to

expedition canoes, our boards don’t carry as much gear but are far nimbler.
If you fall off, you get back on—no dangerously long swims, no bailing to
stay afloat. And they’re incredibly versatile at camp, making for great dinner
tables, couches, beds, and wind-blocks.
Paddling this technical section allows us to get used to maneuvering loaded
boards in tight places. We keep close and navigate carefully within the dark
canyon, finally reaching the Mountain River after a monumental day. It’s 1:30
a.m. by the time we hit the hay, but still light out.
It’s clear that for the next two weeks we won’t have to race the clock. With
24 hours of daylight we can sleep, eat and paddle whenever we want without
the worry of descending darkness. It’s a novel idea, and one we put to immediate use. Behind camp stands a beautiful broad peak with a long ridgeline
and dinosaur-back spines running down its face, and next day we head off

keep the Dutch oven going at night.

for an alpine jaunt.

After a float-plane drop on Willow Handle Lake to officially start the journey,

The cruisy terrain is unlike a typical West Coast bushwhack through slash

we portage our gear to the aptly named Push Me Pull Me Creek. Walking heavily

alder and devil’s club. Instead, we hike briskly through sparse forest and

loaded boards through occasionally chest-deep water as clear as the tequila

spongy meadows, and over sharp, loose rock to the summit. The immen-

in Martinello’s flask, we reach the confluence of Black Feather Creek after sev-

sity of the landscape spread out in front of us is overwhelming. Save for

eral hours. Here, anticipation for what this wilderness has in store becomes

fluctuations in depth and width, the Mountain River is virtually the same

palpable. Impressive peaks line both sides of the valley, the air swells with the

as when it was discovered 150 years ago—flowing freely along the base

chirps and clicks of Arctic terns, and the ground is blanketed in wildflowers.

of the Mackenzie Mountains into the Mackenzie River, which spills into the
Arctic Ocean. Back then, likely no human had ever run its entire course. But

Strewn with boulders, tight corners and imposing cliffs, Black Feather Creek

that would change after World War II when the north’s wild, untrammeled

has ended more than a few canoe trips before they started. One outfitter has

vastness piqued the interest of whitewater aficionados sniffing out the big-

even stashed a spare boat for when—not if—a capsize occurs and a canoe

gest, baddest, remotest adventures. To be physically present in a timeless

gets pinned against the rocks. Paddling inflatable SUPs lends us a major ad-

landscape of such staggering scale is true freedom we can touch, feel, smell

vantage—there’s no such thing as capsizing. A metre-and-a-half shorter than

and taste.
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This great Canadian wilderness is worth standing up for, so
that generations to come can be touched by its raw freedom.
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We Stand on Guard for Thee
“The waters of the Northwest Territories will remain clean, abundant
and productive for all time,” reads the mandate of the NWT Water
Stewardship Strategy. In 2015, Alberta and the Northwest Territories
signed an innovative agreement to share and protect the vast Mackenzie River watershed, a legally binding deal that scientists say sets a
new standard for environmental management.
“With this… agreement, we’ll have the comfort of knowing what’s in
the water,” N.W.T. Premier Bob McLeod told the Calgary Herald at the
time. In the same article, former Alberta Premier Jim Prentice noted
how it was crucial for governments to work together on water issues.
“We need to view the protection and management of water overall as
a Canadian issue,” he said, noting that how we collectively care for
water resources affect how it takes care of us.
The Mackenzie watershed is one of the world’s largest, covering 20
per cent of Canada’s landmass. Exerting powerful influence on the extent and type of Arctic sea ice—which some scientists link to southern
weather patterns—the watershed’s biodiversity is also comparable to
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Africa’s Serengeti plains, with numerous large mammals and over 400
nesting bird species. In addition, the basin is home to almost every
community in the N.W.T., an important part of Aboriginal culture, and
a source of both physical and cultural sustenance for all.
Through the first few days, the river doesn’t deliver much excitement;
Class II whitewater keeps us moving along but we crave real rapids—
the kind that cause butterflies to flap in your belly. When the noise of
the water grows louder, the waves get higher, and the flow picks up,
that’s when focus takes over, and nothing exists beyond the river. Our
wishes come true on Day 5, when the morning starts with a rowdy,
sustained 15-kilometre section of pure adrenaline. Our heavy boards
help by punching through two-metre standing waves, improving our
balance, and minimizing lateral swing from deflection.
It’s tough to paddle into the wind or away from danger quickly, so we
rely on short, quick strokes as our modus operandi to navigate the
tight canyons and bends. Our principal concern is flipping our boards.
With 55 kilos of essential survival gear lashed on deck, righting a SUP
in a fast-moving wave-train is no easy feat. The leash tethering us to
the boards is our lifeline. If that snaps, shit will hit the fan; walking
out isn’t an option.

PREVIOUS SPREAD The Mackenzie Mountains pause to reflect. LEFT Safe arrival on the banks of the mighty Mackenzie. PHOTO BY JIMMY MARTINELLO. ABOVE Lawson and Burak enjoy a different sort of
canyoneering. PHOTO BY TODD LAWSON.

With Glowing Hearts, We See the Rise
We’ve found a good balance between water and mountains and we’re flowing

enchainment under our belts. We take a few well-earned swigs from our

with the go, one day to the next. With our circadian rhythms now fully set to

flasks and toast this great country while watching our first ‘sunset,’ in which

the northern clock, a few solid days of whitewater behind us and zero clouds

the glowing orb dips toward the horizon but doesn’t disappear.

in the sky for the fourth day in a row, we eye up a second summit attempt.
At yet another sandy campsite, Burak traces his finger along the summits

That same sun steams us out of our tents mid-morning, and we take our

and ridgelines of a group of 2,100-metre peaks while Flett commentates the

time with a hearty breakfast washed down with coffee. Poring over our river

proposed route.

map, we see we’re close to another confluence. After running a thrilling
section of Class III-plus wave-trains, the Stone Knife River joins us and we

“It actually won’t be that bad. We could go up here to start, then along

stop at a gravel bar to fill our hydration bladders with ice-cold, gin-clear,

that ridge to the next summit, then see what else is behind there,” he says,

filtered-by-nature water.

following Burak’s finger. “We don’t have to bushwhack and it won’t get dark.
It’ll be like the everlasting adventure day.”

It’s enlightening to glide through a landscape 100 per cent unaltered by man:
no roads, no railroad, no power lines, no light pollution, no dilapidated

The first summit is a beauty, one of the hundreds of unclimbed peaks in the

cabins, no crops, no planes overhead. Not even the charred rocks of an old

Mackenzie Range poking cobalt sky in every direction. Throughout the day

fire pit, thanks to the über-ethical, leave-no-trace practices of river outfitters

every mountain surface imaginable passes underfoot—thick moss, alpine

who carry their own firepans. But surprisingly little wildlife. Aside from our

‘cauliflower,’ lichen-covered rock, loose talus, corn snow, scree and thin,

good-omen moose, we’ve only seen porcupines, deer, a couple bald eagles

dinner-plate rocks so fragile they make a tinkling sound with each step.

and some kind of ground squirrel. Absent are the caribou herds and grizzlies

Thirteen parched hours later we paddle back into camp with a six-summit

we read about. Even the reportedly ravenous mosquitoes haven’t been bad.
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Keep Our Land, Glorious and Free
It’s Day 8 and we’ve clicked into a good cadence, all paddling strongly, taking turns in pairs to ensure we’re getting enough photos and footage of the
turbulent action.
At the end of the day the river grows rock-concert loud and we encounter our
first series of haystacks—defined in riverspeak as vertical standing waves in
turbulent waters. They can vary in length, power and size, and are often inconsistent, surging and breaking in many different directions. These ones toss us
around like ragdolls, but with deep water and ample opportunity to eddy-out
safely, consequences are low. We pull out, relieve our planks of their loads,
and run the rapid a couple more times, attempting to surf one of the cleaner
curls with varying degrees of success. If only for a few fleeting seconds, we
each feel the sublime sensation of gliding on a wave in the middle of nowhere.
As the long, unusually hot days continue, we relax into them, seduced by the
non-stop light and vastness of the terrain. After passing through three more
impressive canyons, camping at a stunning place we label ‘Half Moon Bay,’
and paddling into a headwind so strong it whips mini-tornadoes of sand
along the shoreline, the trip’s closing looms. The whitewater playground is
behind us and the mountains fade into the smoky haze of a forest fire.
On our final morning, we spot another moose walking up the riverbank,
moving slowly towards us through a sheet of cold rain. It’s too far to photograph so we take in the moment with our eyes. Though a crazy thought, it’s
entirely possible this moose is the same one that came by to say hi on Day
1. Either way, it’s another good omen and indelible memory to bookend our
trip. Watching the animal gracefully ford the river and clamber up the steep
embankment on the other side makes us fully understand why people spend
thousands of dollars to witness such a thing. There’s a majesty to it, much
like the river itself.
We lazily coast the final stretch to the muddy confluence with the Mackenzie,
a river with a white man’s name that the Dene have paddled for eons. Moving
at a river’s pace for 13 straight days makes you appreciate its power and
importance to an environment. We’ve been carried through this pristine landscape on a wild and wet magic carpet—it’s touched our souls and stomped
deep footprints into our memory banks.
Holy grail or not, a wilderness river trip should be a rite of passage for all
Canadians—whether by canoe, kayak, paddleboard or moosehide boat. For
it feels that this is life. This great Canadian wilderness is worth standing up
for, so that generations to come can be touched by its raw freedom. I’m sure
the moose would want that.

A transplanted, small-town Albertan, Todd Lawson
has called BC home for the last 20 years. Along
with a small crew of other paddlers, he has been
pioneering multi-day, self-supported whitewater
SUP descents and coastal, wave adventures since
2011. He lives in Whistler with his partner Christina and their six-year-old daughter Seanna. //
toddlawsonphoto.photoshelter.com
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In his book Song of the Paddle, Canadian adventure canoeist
and author Bill Mason describes the Mountain River as North
America’s “holy grail of whitewater wilderness trips.”

Enchainment never looked so good. Lawson celebrates atop an unnamed summit in the Mackenzie Mountains. PHOTOS BY JIMMY MARTINELLO
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Beauty and scale. Nineteen hours in an ice canyon. PHOTO BY ERIK BOOMER.
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Transcendental
During an audacious coast-to-coast expedition in
Greenland, risk and reward play tug-of-war across
a line of acceptability drawn in ice and water.
words :: Colin Field
photos :: Erik Boomer and Sarah McNair-Landry
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Disaster struck on day seven. Observing Ben Stookesberry having trouble

pummelled to bits in a waterfall, or simply drowning. But the three voyagers

with his kite, Sarah McNair-Landry decided to drop her own rig and give him a

on this particular epic—McNair-Landry, Stookesberry and Erik Boomer—were

hand. But there was a sudden malfunction: instead of releasing all power, her

old hats at such things, being among the best in the world at what they do and

kite powered up, lifting McNair-Landry—along with her pulk and loaded kay-

well-versed in the unpredictability of adventure.

ak—ten metres into the air, then slamming her down headfirst onto the ice. For
most, the injury she sustained would be a trip-ender. For this team, however, it

McNair-Landry boasts a polar résumé without peer, comprising a litany of Arctic

was merely one of a litany of serious risks that might have manifested on this

and Antarctic expeditions by various conveyances. Raised in the Nunavut capital

trip. And now, everything depended on the outcome. They had only covered 12

of Iqaluit by two of Canada’s most famous polar explorers, Paul Landry and Matty

kilometres. They had 988 to go.

McNair, at age 32 she now runs her parent’s guiding company, Northwinds.

To call the Twin Galaxies expedition “epic” might be insulting. With the word

Boomer, her partner in both adventure and life, is a professional kayaker with

now thrown around for everything from a shin-deep pow day to a three-hour

first descents on rivers from British Columbia to Kyrgyzstan. He took up polar

bike ride, its meaning has been diluted.

adventuring a few years ago and hasn’t looked back.

The “Greenland Kite Kayak Supertrip 5000” (as it was also labelled) was,

Stookesberry, also a professional kayaker with numerous first descents, is no

however, a true epic in the Homeric tradition. An Odyssey with the requisite

stranger to high-stakes adventure. Kayaking the Congo’s Lukuga River in 2010,

monstrous hazards—freezing, injury, gear failure, disorientation, and a death

friend Hendrik Coetzee was attacked and eaten by a crocodile; a trip in Columbia

that might come via tumbling into a crevasse, being crushed by icefall,

saw him kidnapped by communist guerrillas.
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ABOVE LEFT McNair-Landry leads the way into a sunset on the Greenland ice cap. RIGHT Perfect stillness and featureless flat terrain greet a sunrise over the ice cap. FOLLOWING SPREAD Most Greenland
crossings are attempted in spring when deep snow levels the terrain and conceals crevasses. Starting in August after a summer of heavy melting is a different story. PHOTOS BY ERIK BOOMER.

When McNair-Landry and Boomer came up with the idea to combine their pas-

ice cap from sea level. Once they plateaued, theoretically, reliable katabatic

sions—polar travel and kayaking—on a single trip, Stookesberry was one of

winds would allow them to really start moving.

the few who expressed interest in joining. Greenland had all the challenges
they sought… as well as all the risk.

During the first ten and then final 15 days of the trip, a film crew led by director
Jochen Schmoll of Red Bull Media House tagged along. “When we agreed to

Starting from the east coast to take advantage of prevailing winds, the team

a film crew, it was really important to us that we were always two separate

would cross Greenland’s ice cap in a northwesterly direction, hoping to finish

units,” says McNair-Landry. “We carried our own gear. We didn’t want the crew

with the first descent of a river spotted on Google Maps in an area they named

to influence us—they were just there filming.”

Twin Galaxies (an ode to the arcade documentary The King of Kong: A Fistful
of Quarters). The river’s headwaters began as glacial meltwater flowing west

Garnering over 20 awards on the global adventure film festival circuit, Into

in a deep canyon cut into the ice cap—a meandering azure ribbon that dumped

Twin Galaxies offers an incredible look at both the trip and psyches of hard-

into a remote lake. The lake then emptied into two rivers, both dropping to the

core adventurers. Watching, however, you can’t help wonder: What are these

Arctic Ocean with over 900 vertical metres of never-been-run whitewater. But

people thinking? Sure, Greenland will be an adventure, and you couldn’t

first, they’d have to get there. That required dragging supplies not only for a

choose a better/worse combination of objectives and route to deliver maxi-

kite-ski crossing of the ice cap, but also for paddling the river: 50 days worth of

mum hardship and risk, but to then take on the added risk of an injured person

food and gear—including kayaks. Their loads weighed 100 kilograms each and

by letting her rescue opportunity fly away? That seems, well… insane.

made human-powered travel slow and difficult, particularly climbing onto the
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While McNair-Landry would learn after the trip that she’d broken
40 per cent of her T8 vertebra, it didn’t really slow her down.
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It was an Odyssey with the requisite monstrous hazards—
freezing, injury, gear failure, disorientation, and a death
that might come any number of horrible ways.

No breeze wasted: If wind was forecast for the morning hours, the team had to start before sunrise to be in position to use even the slightest zephyr for kiting. PHOTO BY ERIK BOOMER
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The definitions for both risk and adventure are tightly intertwined. Risk is defined
as a situation involving exposure to danger, while adventure is an unusual and
exciting, typically hazardous, experience or activity. The crucible that forms
the major attraction for expeditions and explorers lies in the latter, but the real
question—the one most often asked—is why take such risks?
It’s something scientists, researchers and philosophers have pondered for
centuries. A 2011 study, for instance, suggests risk-taking behaviour is governed
by genetics, and that the measurable effects of prenatal testosterone exposure is predictive of greater risk-taking behaviour later in life. Other studies
use the precepts of attachment theory to support the notion that the style
of parenting a person experiences will affect aversion or predilection for risk.
But for Eric Brymer, a psychology professor in the Carnegie School of Sport at
Leeds Beckett University in the UK, it’s more complicated.
“[These studies] come from a perspective of, ‘There must be something wrong
with these people because why else would they do it and we’ve got to find the
one thing that links it.’ But the reality is that no research has come up with anything solid. There may be reasons why people get into these sports. You might
guess personality traits, but a variety of personalities are into them; some are
extroverts, some are introverts. There are all kinds.”
This isn’t just passing comment from Brymer. In fact, he literally wrote the book
on this behaviour—Phenomenology and the Extreme Sport Experience—and
realizes how these athletes look from the outside.
“Why wouldn’t you think they’re crazy?” he asks. “They’re doing things a normal
person isn’t supposed to do.”
While McNair-Landry would learn after the trip that she’d broken 40 per cent
of her T8 vertebra (in the middle of the spine), it didn’t really slow her down. In
fact, though Stookesberry and Boomer hauled her loads for a couple of days,
she otherwise didn’t take a break.
“It obviously really hurt and I didn’t have much mobility. But many injuries
really hurt and then after a day or some rest you feel better,” she says. “So I
wanted to give it more time. We agreed to feel it out and if I wasn’t kiting by
day five, we would seriously reconsider our options. On day four I put up a
kite in camp. It felt pretty good and the next day we were back travelling as
a team.”
With McNair-Landry gobbling painkillers, they covered nearly 900 kilometres over the next 14 days. But a bigger challenge lay—quite literally—on the
horizon. Arriving at the ice canyon they’d scouted on Google Earth, they were
heartbroken to discover it was dry. Instead of the expected flowing river they
found an empty, ice-hard riverbed winding through the glacier.
“I’d hoped when we got there the [meltwater would still] be flowing. We’d
scout it, ghost our gear, then get to paddle it, too,” recalls Boomer of their
disappointment.
With zero flow in the canyon and sketchy ice bridges spanning some sections,
travelling on the frozen riverbed would mean ratcheting up the already considerable risk of the expedition even further, something they spent much time
debating. It would, however, be spectacular.
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Though it took a while and some serious portaging once off
the ice cap, the team eventually found flowing water.
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Loaded down for the first of four carries, Ben Stookesberry hopes for a river only to find a dry gulch and the realization that the real river is another two days away. PHOTO BY ERIK BOOMER
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“From a paddling and stunt-kayaking perspective, it’s all about being in those

Stookesberry and Boomer, confident river paddlers, were sure they could

kinds of places,” says Boomer. “Ben really wanted to spend the day down in

handle the 15-metre falls. After scouting the line, Boomer dropped it without

the ice canyon. But we were like, ‘Dude, we’re not off the ice cap yet, and we

problem. Ditto Stookesberry. As they continued downstream, they encoun-

still have a ways to go.’”

tered more dramatic waterfalls. The largest would become the film’s climax.

Boomer also articulated his concern about going into the canyon just to ap-

“It’s the biggest, most intimidating rapid I’ve ever seen,” states Boomer in the

pease the newly re-arrived film crew. “It was beautiful, but I didn’t want that to

movie. “Usually things this massive have clear game-enders. As we’ve been

change my decision making. It was a tough call. Eventually we committed the

going down this one, there are no showstoppers. It is runnable.”

rest of that day [to checking it out] and it was cool and no ice fell on our heads.
So it was like, ‘Okay, we did it, we travelled four–five kilometres, and it was a

He was referencing a double waterfall that fell nine metres to start, then 14

good experience.’ And those images kind of make the trip.”

metres immediately after. The narrow canyon it flowed through, lined by intimidating walls, offered little margin for error. With helicopter rescue anywhere

When the group returned to rally mode on the ice cap’s deteriorating surface,

from three hours to three days away depending on weather, choosing to run a

however, conditions proved so bad that it was clear the quickest way off was

cataract like this was a major decision.

to get back into the canyon. The remaining distance was eight kilometres in
a straight line, but the winding riverbed required a 19-hour push to make it

“My goal was always to cross the ice cap then run as much of the whitewater as

through. For Boomer, it marked a turning point.

we could,” says Boomer. “So I was already mentally there; waterfalls were on
my mind the entire 40 days it took to get there. And never-been-done-before

“Part of the goal, always, is to explore and check things like this out,” he says

makes it a better, more impactful experience. That doesn’t mean the water-

of the perspective and mindset that ultimately prevailed. “But in the moment,

falls are more dangerous or challenging, just that [you get to discover] the un-

I was like, ‘Why take this extra risk?’ Looking back at it now, it was a different

knowns and figure out what you can get away with. There was so much safety

element of our trip; like stopping to smell the roses.”

set up and we worked through most of the X-factors, but there’s always that
little bit of lingering risk you can’t quite clean up.”

Those roses included passing under ice bridges weighing thousands of tons
that could collapse at any moment.
“Jochen, the director, is a mountain guy, and climbing is more his thing,” recalls McNair-Landry. “He was saying, ‘You have to promise me you’d do this
even if we weren’t here.’ And when we dropped into the ice canyon, he was
like, ‘I’m not sending anyone down there. We’ll film from the top.’”

There were huge crevasse fields on the ice cap,
but we didn’t seek out the biggest crevasses.
At the river the dynamics totally switched—we

Though it took a while and some serious portaging once off the ice cap, they

were looking for the biggest drops.

eventually found flowing water. The team was ecstatic: having slogged nearly
1,000 kilometres, it was a relief to finally put in and start paddling. But while
the film makes this seem like a simple travel transition, it was anything but.
“The river itself was about 12 kilometres long,” says McNair-Landry. “And we

After a night to sleep on it and with Stookesberry and McNair-Landry on safety,

basically each had three loads and a kayak load. So, to do a kilometre of pad-

Boomer dropped in. Watching him perfectly execute the line—despite cutting

dling we’d have to shuttle three loads downstream, scout the river, then go

his nose on impact—is like watching any world-class athlete in their element;

back up and paddle our loaded boats down.”

he makes it look, well, if not easy, almost beautiful.

The trip had changed character, too, from the difficult but manageable risks of

On the last day they struggled with frozen spray skirts as temperatures plum-

an Arctic traverse to a whitewater paddling mission where the spectre of a dif-

meted to –15˚C. Though Boomer declared it officially too cold to kayak, they

ferent kind of peril took precedence. When Stookesberry and Boomer started

nevertheless paddled the last few kilometres to the Arctic Ocean.

looking at waterfalls, the risk factor multiplied exponentially; they became the
experts, with McNair-Landry providing support where needed. It was during

Looking back on the trip, the trio remain undeterred for the future by any of the

one of their shuttle runs that they found the first big waterfall—a 15-metre

risk, discomfort or challenge they faced.

drop that Boomer simply had to run.
“Where do you start assessing which risks are necessary and which aren’t?”
“It was an interesting switch,” says McNair-Landry. “The first part of the trip

ponders director Jochen Schmoll. “I mean the whole trip is unnecessary. It’s

was very much the style I’m used to: point-A-to-point-B where risks that get

all ultimately about finding the river and those falls and those drops. That was

in the way are expected. There were huge crevasse fields, but we didn’t seek

the whole motivation, at least for Ben and Boomer. If you’re a kayaker, and you

out the biggest crevasses, [only] a way through. But at the river the dynamics

see that river, it’s like a climber standing in front of El Cap for the first time;

totally switched. We were looking for these big drops. And they took a ton of

nobody has climbed it and you just kind of discovered it and you’re like, ‘Okay

time to assess and set up safety for; it wasn’t the most efficient.”

it’s all for me now.’”
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The team knew that the canyon was the quickest way off the ice cap despite its dangers. Here, Stookesberry hugs the side of the canyon searching for ice thick enough to hold his weight. PHOTO BY ERIK BOOMER.
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People don’t want to die. The feeling they get from their chosen sport is
too powerful, and something they want to reproduce. The experience, for
want of a better word, is transcendental.

THIS SPREAD Risk assessment: Paddling a 20-metre water slide that then disappears under a glacier for the next kilometre.
FOLLOWING SPREAD At first the King of Kong rapid seemed un-runnable. But of course, every great achievement seems impossible at first. PHOTOS BY SARAH MCNAIR-LANDRY
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Schmoll believes the paddlers mostly wanted to experience the simple joy of
exploration, with no greater earth-shattering goal behind it. “There was no big
reason, or anything like that. You can feel that even if they’re having a hard
time they’re really just having fun. Like pure fun. Not like pretentious, show-off
fun. They really live the adventure.”
For Brymer, risk isn’t even part of the equation.
“To argue that these are risk-oriented activities is the relatively naïve, non-participant’s perspective,” he says. “From the outside, there’s a high likelihood of
something going wrong, of being injured. You look at this and say, ‘You know
what? That looks dangerous.’ Well, it is dangerous. But that’s different from
risky because the amount of energy participants put into understanding the
environment, into understanding the task—into understanding themselves—

“It’s the biggest, most intimidating rapid I’ve
ever seen. Usually things this massive have clear
game-enders. But there are no showstoppers on
this one. It’s runnable.”

minimizes the chances of something going wrong. People don’t want to die.
The feeling they get from their chosen sport is too powerful… and something
they want to reproduce. The experience, for want of a better word, is transcendental… where time slows down, senses become more alive, people appreciate what their body and mind and soul are capable of when it’s all working
in sync. From the outside, it can sometimes seem like a death wish, but it’s
anything but—it’s more of a life wish.”
With each of the team in the throes of planning similar trips, perhaps Boomer
sums it best. “We love hard challenges and peak experiences, but to be honest
it’s really just about play. [Sure, this was a serious trip] but there were a shitton of funny little moments because we were just enjoying ourselves. That’s a
big part of it for me—it’s just play; it’s just fun.”
A lot of fun, no doubt. And a little bit of epic.

Growing up in Idaho, Erik Boomer learnt to
kayak at a young age, but a self-supported
trip down the Colorado River at age 15 convinced him to pursue it as a profession. In
2011, his 104-day circumnavigation of Ellesmere Island with John Turk earned him a
nomination for National Geographic’s “Adventurer of the Year.” His partnership with
polar explorer Sarah McNair-Landry has
seen him take on several other far-north adventures, all of which have benefitted from his
professional photography. // IG: @eboomer
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IN THE JAW
OF A DRAGON
In excerpts from a stunning new book, adventurers reflect on four decades
of discovery—and friendship—in the American desert southwest
words :: Jeremy Schmidt
photos :: Art Twomey, Pat Morrow, Jeremy Schmidt
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The book Searching for Tao Canyon was a long time coming. It’s the result of a decade-long photographic
treasure hunt that began over 40 years ago when we first learned about slot canyons and their potential
for mind-bending images.
It took some learning. At first encounter, slots were just cracks in the desert—inconspicuous and easy to
overlook. They didn’t show up on topographic maps. We couldn’t see them from a distance, and sometimes
not until we were nearly on the edge of one.
But from inside looking up, we found ourselves in an unexpected world, a new habitat for a different species
of light than any we’d known before. It wasn’t the light alone that made magic: the smoothly carved rock
played with it, tossing it from side to side, bouncing it up and letting it fall like some sort of photon feather.
In the best slots, we could sit for hours watching a
sort of kaleidoscopic dance as the sun arced overhead. Patterns might suddenly emerge. Unexpected
alignments would click into place, and the previously
jumbled scene would suddenly make visual sense.

Water had carved the sandstone in its own
form, complete with waves and eddies.
It was liquid made solid. Motion petrified.

Art Twomey, the late Canadian photographer and filmmaker, got us started. He found the first one, purely
by accident, and published a memorable photograph that prompted the three of us—Art, Pat Morrow, and
me, along with various friends who joined us—to spend months at a time probing one of the most rugged
and intriguing landscapes on the continent.
It helped that we were climbers. We saw slot exploration as inverse mountaineering. The direction was
downward but the skills and equipment were much the same for peaks and canyons. Now they call it canyoneering in guidebooks that didn’t exist back then, and in hundreds of brochures, websites, blogs, and
tour company ads for slot canyon excursions.
One of the finest and best-known slots is now a Navajo tribal park. In the spring of 2018, Pat and I stopped
in to check out the scene. Bus tours poured in. Visitors from around the world lined up in guided parties,
most with advance reservations. No more than 2,500 people are allowed per day, though demand can be
twice that. Tours last about 45 minutes, and everyone we talked to said the canyon was a wonderful and
thrilling thing to see. We could only agree, but felt privileged to have known it when we could spend days
at a time down there, cranking Kodachrome film through our cameras.
Not all slot canyons are famous. The slickrock desert is full of them. We could point you towards hundreds
of slots but we’d rather defer to Art, who knew half the reward was in the finding. When people asked him
for directions, he would say: “I found them. So can you.”
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Art had found the canyon on a topographic map. It appeared as a series of
squiggly brown contour lines crowded against a blue line indicating water. That
meant cliffs and a stream. As for anything more, a paper map could only hint at
the true nature of the place…
Their hike started out as they expected, sand and thorny shrubs and not
much else. But canyon country delights in dealing surprises. Just when you
think you know where you’re going, and how to get there, you find you don’t
know much at all. True to form, a few miles from their planned destination, as if
enjoying its big joke, the desert opened in a jack-o-lantern grin. They came upon
it suddenly—a ragged crevasse in glaring bedrock, a dark slash directly across their
path of travel. It was almost narrow enough to leap across, if they’d been brave
enough, but it made them nervous just to stand on the edge of what seemed a bottomless void… 		
They started walking, looking for a place to get across, following the
canyon upstream. In places, the rim resembled a giant funnel, its smooth walls
sloping down 40 or 50 feet to a narrow mouth, and then—blackness. If you
slipped it would swallow you, no stopping the slide…
After half a mile of walking, they came to the end. Or rather, the beginning,
a place where the canyon was no more than a shallow ravine. Had they encountered it at this point, they might have crossed it without a thought and kept on
walking. Instead, they dropped their packs and slipped down into the shadows.
At this point, the floor of the ravine was a smooth slickrock slab, in the
middle of which ran a tiny waterworn groove. Quickly it grew to something
more. It became a narrow slit, hardly a foot across, diving steeply underground.
Water had carved it. The water had pulsed through in flash floods. Finding a
weakness in the bedrock, it had sliced downward like a wire melting through
butter, except that as it went, it twisted on itself, writhing, coiling, hesitating,
then plunging deeper, hurrying toward the distant Colorado River.
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Dry now, the canyon looked like the sort of place only a snake with wings
would have any reason to venture into. Nonetheless, drawn by curiosity, turning
their shoulders sideways, Art and Joanna edged their way deep into the bedrock.
What they found was an illusory landscape that twisted their perceptions
and tweaked their sense of reality. It was a desert funhouse, a whimsical structure
of cool, shady rooms connected by narrow passages, beautifully rounded and lit
from above. The light bounced down in the same way their tossed pebbles had
done, ricocheting, echoing, becoming distorted and, the farther they walked,
becoming almost too dim to see by. Almost never was the sky visible.
The shapes were extraordinary. Water had carved the sandstone in its own
form, complete with waves and eddies. It was liquid made solid. Motion petrified…
Not until he got home, processed the film and saw the photographs did
Art realize how unusual a place they had found. There was light down there that
he hadn’t seen, or rather hadn’t interpreted. It was a gentle, multicoloured light
that mixed with the fluted sandstone in a way that defied ordinary perception
but revealed itself on film. The pictures showed a dizzy confusion of up and
down, in and out, conveying no sense of scale or substance. The pictures were at
least as weird as the place itself.
The best of those photos, which he called Sandstone Alcove, appeared on
the cover of the 1974 Sierra Club Wilderness Calendar… It was perhaps the first
slot photograph to appear in a widely distributed, popular publication. It tantalized thousands of viewers who had never seen any landscape to compare with
it, and caused a minor stir. Hundreds of people wrote the publishers wanting
to know where the photo had been made. One man wrote a long poem. Some
accused Art of manipulation, as if he had used lights and distorting lenses…"
But of course it existed, in solid rock and ever-changing light, a fantastic
space both physical and ethereal with its own definition of how three physical
dimensions can seem to represent more.

That first year, while snow still covered the mountains of British Columbia and Yellowstone, we met
in red rock country and spent two months scouring
the region for the narrowest, deepest, most visually
alluring canyons we could find. We did it again in
the fall, and then the following spring. It became
an informal tradition—especially in spring, when,
weary of severe northern winters and eager for the
fragrance and soul-warming colours of desert sand,
we would get together in the slickrock with new
ideas and new maps, and poke our noses into the
most obscure corners we could find.
Over a span of ten years or so, we shinnied
and wiggled and swam and walked through many
canyons, large and small, not all of them pleasant.
Some were as lovely as that first one where Art shot
Sandstone Alcove. Others were grim places filled
with cold water and cold, dull light. We oozed
through those, slipping and shivering, and didn’t
go back. Finding slots could be a matter of dumb
luck. They showed up unpredictably, almost always
in massive, homogeneous sandstone, the pure stuff
uncut by shale, mudstone or other messy layers.
Michelangelo demanded perfect Carrara
marble. To the desert sculptor—nature, that is,
wielding wind and water as its primary tools—Navajo sandstone is prime. Geologists have a beautiful
word for this kind of stone: aeolian, from the Greek
god Aeolus, Keeper of the Winds. Up to 2,200 feet
thick, white or pink in colour, Navajo sandstone
began as dunes piled high by Jurassic winds in a
Sahara-like desert. Its neighbour the Entrada sandstone is good, and so is the Wingate, both of them
deeply red and orange. But slots occur in all kinds
of rock, and knowing the stratigraphy only begins
to narrow things down…
Usually, finding a new slot involved a lot of
walking, more or less blindly scouring the dendritic
headwaters of major canyons where streams were
small and intermittent, and slots were likely to
begin. Maps might show a thin blue line, or not.
Even on large-scale topographic maps, contour lines
run across slots with scarcely a nick. You wouldn’t
know there was anything to see except flat desert,
prickly pear and blackbrush tearing at your legs.
Then the sand gives way to smooth rock, the rock
slopes downhill slightly, and within a few steps
you’re standing on the edge of one…
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Pat dangled at rope’s end,
spinning slowly, suspended
in the convoluted space
between narrow rock walls,
a spider dancing in the jaw
of a dragon.

The narrow, usually dry slots were comforting, in
their enclosed, enclosing way. They had the finest
sculpting and the most abstract juxtapositions of
curving shapes and shadow. They were enough
in their own right, but if we followed them far
enough, the best ones opened into much bigger
canyons, still slots in their general shape but scaled
up and big enough to hold churches. These were
glorious. You wouldn’t have to knock off the steeples to fit whole churches down there in the shade
of opposing rims that nearly touched, but below
them the canyons widened out to form vast echoing amphitheatres. It might have sounded good to
hear a pipe organ in those spaces. It surely would
have. Yet to us those big slot canyons were better
than any churches could ever be, and the music
that filled them was older even than the rocks….
At every turn there was enchantment of the
sort Loren Eiseley meant when he wrote, “If there
is magic on this planet, it is contained in water.”
The canyons were water as much as they were rock.
They were carved by water, were filled with the
music of its flowing. Water sustained the birds that
danced in the air above and the insects upon which
they fed. It dampened the maidenhair fern and
yellow columbines on dripping walls, and filled
the pools where frogs made their own croaky but
harmonious songs of water.
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There were no guidebooks or GPS units to show us the way and spoil the joy of discovery. No mountain bikes, dirt bikes, bungee jumping or ziplines. No helicopter tours, parasails, flying squirrel suits or personal aircraft, never the angry buzz of drones
carrying cameras, no ATVs, and few vehicles overall. The explosion of outdoor toys that have so altered the wild landscape, and
the way people get around in it, lay in the future like a hidden crate of dynamite at the end of an unlit fuse.
We felt free, and we were, and we had the canyons to ourselves. We rarely encountered anyone else in them and came to
think of slot canyons as our personal secret gardens. We spent days, even weeks, in the best ones. With tripods set, we watched
shadows move, and shapes shift as the sun arced through the unseen sky above. We hung from ropes, wedged ourselves into narrows hardly wide enough for a tennis shoe, or perched in little waterworn rooms high above the canyon floor, their walls carved
round like the inside of a cured squash….
Turnaround time to see the result of our processed slides was a minimum of one week. It took a couple of batches of film,
and spreading out our slides on a borrowed light table at the tiny newspaper office in Page, Arizona, to see that we were initially
way off in our approach to capturing the essence of these kaleidoscopic places. We learned a whole new way of seeing subterranean light and adjusted our photographic approach accordingly.
Long exposures, usually 15 to 30 seconds, brought out colours that were hard to see with the naked eye. Some colours
were modified by the way film reacted to different wavelengths during long exposures, an effect called reciprocity failure. Yet
we enhanced nothing. All the colours were there, in the actual spectrum of the slots. We learned to see the different tones, and
to anticipate how they would look on film, and then to wait for changes in ambient light… that would bring the results we
hoped for. It made for a lot of time sitting still, studying shadows and watching the drifting harmonics of indirect, reverberated
sunlight. Stretches of canyon that casual visitors breeze through in mere minutes today would hold us captive all day long.
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Searching through a stack of aerial photos one year,
we found the deepest slot we know of. It appeared as
a ragged black line several miles long, running nearly
straight through a sandy plain covered with desert
scrub. It took us a full day following dirt tracks and
an inadequate map to get within walking range, then
several miles to the rim of the slot.
It was a classic—hidden in the surrounding
desert scrub, slightly flared in the upper 50 feet yet
nearly invisible until we stood at the edge. I dropped
my pack and, climbing gingerly across the sloping
rock, scrambled to where one wall nearly touched the
other. At that point, I could straddle the slot, one foot
on each wall, and look straight down. A few dragon’s
teeth glowed dimly near the top, then all was black.
Testing the depth, I dropped a stone into the maw. It
hit early and shattered in a long echoing clatter. I tried
other stones, searching for a place with an uninterrupted drop to the bottom. After six or eight tries, one
fell true. It fell for eight seconds. The report, when it
finally came, was not the sound of rock hit- ting rock
but rather a splash, deep and resonant. A distant war
drum. Code for Keep Out, but for Pat, who scrambled
around slot canyons with a loose-jointed ease that I
found hard to watch, it was an invitation. He strung
a climbing rope from a juniper tree, tied a knot in the
end to keep himself from slipping off into oblivion,
stepped over the edge and disappeared. I could hear
his boots and clothing scraping on the rock walls, but I
couldn’t see him. Soon the sound stopped.
“Holy shit,” his voice echoed from the gloom.
“Does it reach?” I leaned over with one hand on
the taut rope.
Silence. Minutes went by… Distorted, demented
sounds rose from the dark. “Can you see the bottom?”
More scraping sounds. Heavy breathing. At last
he emerged from below the ledge…
Somewhere down in the cave-like cold, illuminated only by glimmers of ricocheting light, Pat
had dangled at rope’s end, spinning slowly, still far
above the bottom, suspended in the convoluted space
between narrow rock walls, a spider dancing in the jaw
of a dragon.
He had hung there for several long minutes, one
foot against the rock to keep from spinning, peering
into the dark but seeing only glimmers and shadows.
It was still a long way to the bottom, he said, and as
black as a bad dream.
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Long exposures brought out colours that were
hard to see with the naked eye. We learned to see
the different tones, anticipate how they'd look on
film, then wait for changes in ambient light.
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Stretches of canyon that casual visitors breeze
through in mere minutes today would hold us
captive all day long.
Although we learned the geography well, there was
never an end to exploring, consulting maps and wondering where in God’s great funhouse we had gotten to.
The canyons lured us back year after year.
We continued to make pictures. Thousands of
them. In four decades, individually or together, we published slot canyon photographs and articles in dozens of
magazines worldwide. In all of them, we kept to Art’s
original policy.
We never revealed locations. We never gave real
names. Other people did that, even going so far as to
write guidebooks to once secret and sacred places, some
of which are now famously swamped with visitors…
Looking at them now… we realize they are not
only a document of the invasion of the pre-recreationist
physical landscape; they also represent the chronology
of a friendship—a friendship that found its focus and
rejuvenation in the shared pursuit of wild places.
More than 40 years further on, Art is gone. But
the canyons remain. Sandstone and the deep blue desert
sky. Rippling waters. The croaks of canyon tree frogs
beneath delicate hanging gardens. The sweet cascading
call of canyon wrens. Windstorms, rattlesnakes and
cactus spines. At night, tiny streams flow in ribbons
over smooth shelves. They pick up the moonlight and
transform it to molten silver beneath impenetrably black
slickrock walls. Stars wheel overhead. The canyons call
gently to us as they always have done.

Art Twomey, the man to whom The Search for Tao Canyon is dedicated, was possessed of polymath sensibilities. His partners in
exploration called him “the original fun hog,” meaning not that
he was a careless hedonist, but that passion, values and authentic desires lit his path through glaciology, geology, environmental
activism, filmmaking, photography, ski guiding, mountaineering
and mentoring. As a result of his introducing them to slot canyoneering, we are all in his debt. // rmbooks.com
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WILD
THE WATER LYNX
Under my kayak, a silvery shape moved quickly, then disappeared. I was
paddling across a short stretch of open water just outside Lake Superior’s Slate
Islands on a bright early-August day. I couldn’t be sure what I saw in the voiddark depths and it was gone in an instant. If it was a fish, it was a big one—
almost as wide as my kayak. Or it was nothing more than sunlight reflecting
on a submerged log or shoal. I didn’t mention it to anyone. As I paddled
gratefully into a sheltered channel and began to catch up with the rest of my
group, I recalled an underwater denizen I had encountered many years before.
Mishipeshu is its name, from the Algonquian word for “aquatic lynx or panther.” It is a mythical beast and demigod that figures prominently in the
legends and cosmogony of the Ojibway—or Anishinaabe—peoples. It lived
under rapids and sometimes threw canoe-upending tantrums. It also inhabited lakes and tailed big-water canoe crossings. Depending on the offerings
left by the paddlers, it might protect the party, or doom it by thrashing its
long, spiked tail to create waves and storms. Mishipeshu is the star feature
of the famed pictographs on Agawa Rock, in Lake Superior Provincial Park
near Wawa, Ontario. When I was a boy of 11, my father and I were camping
in the park and canoed from Agawa Bay Campground to the shoreline pictograph site on a calm summer day. I recall looking down at a clear expanse
of boulder-strewn bedrock unfolding like a massive aquarium beneath the
canoe, seemingly as deep as the cliff was high. Then I looked up at the granite
canvas crowded with animals, canoes, and abstract symbols as well as mythical serpents and the brilliant rendering of Mishipeshu, its body in profile
but horned head turned toward the viewer as if to confront timid onlookers
face-on. The artist or artists used a still unduplicated and amazingly resilient
formulation of iron-oxides and possibly animal grease. The paintings have
endured centuries of extreme weathering, not to mention defacement: in the
1930s, a vandal splashed initials and a date in black paint overtop Mishipeshu,
which has thankfully since faded away completely while the water lynx appears undamaged.
The rock paintings clearly depict a canoe journey, but no ordinary one. The
overarching presence of the water lynx, large enough to dwarf all other figures, its horns denoting magical powers, is probably the work of a shaman.

ILLUSTRATION BY DAVE BARNES
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Agawa Rock is better understood than many of the pictograph sites scattered
throughout the Canadian Shield thanks to Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, a U.S.
explorer and early ethnologist who lived in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan in the
1830s. Schoolcraft interviewed a local shaman who drew a rough version of
the paintings on a birchbark scroll and claimed the originals were the work of
a powerful Ojibway warrior-shaman named Myeengun who, in the late 1700s,
was part of a war party of various clans that crossed Superior from south to
north. Thanks to Myeengun, the clans obtained the blessing of Mishipeshu;
the paintings are an homage to the water lynx and a record of the successful
journey at its end point. Even with Schoolcraft’s account, there’s much that remains mysterious about Agawa Rock—particularly the prominent horse-andrider figure, indicating a European influence, and how that might fit into the
canoe-crossing narrative.
Many have speculated about the meaning of these various pictographs and I
won’t add to that here. For me, it’s the water lynx that jumps off the rock face
and thrashes through my decades of lake and river voyages. A long-distance
paddler will understand the metronomic stream-of-consciousness that can
take over one’s mind when paddle-strokes are your only diurnal occupation;
the water lynx has become a sort of internal guide and visitant for me, symbolizing the beautiful uncertainty of every wilderness venture.
If the weather really blows up on you in open water, rescue is all but impossible;
on a wild river, if you lose your canoe or break your arm, timely salvation is
unlikely. By paddling through such elemental uncertainty, I catch glimpses
of the continent before Europeans settled and began a never-ending mission
to cut down the wilderness and bottle up the water.
It’s not that I believe in a giant supernatural underwater feline—that’s hardly
the question. But to me, Mishipeshu is wilderness: the indifference to human
weakness, the feral threat, the occasional mercies. If you’ve ever paddled
hard to flee a purple-black thunderhead scudding over your boat, you
understand how tiny and vulnerable we can feel outside of our everyday
protective structures and patterns. I believe that everyone can benefit from
feeling this way sometimes. Everyone should have a chance to glimpse the
water lynx. —Ned Morgan
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